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iAbstrat
This thesis presents measurements of the photon asymmetry polarisation ob-
servable for the γd −→ K+Λ and γd −→ K+Σ0 reations from the bound proton
in deuterium. The data were olleted in the summer of 2007 at the Thomas Jef-
ferson National Aelerator Faility in Newport-News, Virginia, using a linearly
polarised photon beam in the energy range 1.3 to 2.3 GeV.
The aim of the experiment was to investigate the validity of the quasifree
approximation of a bound nuleon in deuterium. This analysis fousses on the
proton and by diretly omparing results from this analysis to those from previous
similar analyses on the free proton, this issue is addressed. Ultimately, this will
allow reliable results to be extrated from analyses of hannels on the bound
neutron in deuterium.
The photon asymmetry is found to be positive for the entire kinemati range
for both hannels with indiations of some struture above entre-of-mass energies
of 1.8 GeV. The K+Λ results are ompared to measurements from the free pro-
ton produed with similar kinematis. Also inluded in the omparison are model
preditions from the Kaon-MAID isobari model whih inludes the established
∗∗∗∗S11(1650),
∗∗∗P11(1710) and
∗∗∗∗P13(1720) resonanes and uses various Born
terms to desribe the bakground. Comparison to the free proton results gave
good agreement with the majority of the quasifree measurements being ompara-
ble to those from the free proton. There was however seen to be some indiation
of a systemati overestimation of the results in one kinemati region. The model
gives reasonable agreement with the data, with some evidene for a role to be
played by the missing D13(1900) resonane. For the K
+Σ0 results, the same om-
parison was made with free proton results and the Kaon-MAID model, this time
with the inlusion of the
∗∗S31(1900) and
∗∗∗∗P31(1910) resonanes. No missing
states were onsidered in this alulation and the agreement with the results was
not as good as that of the K+Λ hannel. Comparison to measurements from the
free proton produed similarly good results as were found with the K+Λ results
but this time with no obvious indiation of any systemati disrepany.
Overall, the agreement between the quasifree and the free preditions was
found to be quite good and will lend weight to future analyses from the bound
neutron in deuterium by allowing a quasifree approximation to be assumed prima
faie.
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1 Chapter 1. Introdution
Chapter 1
Introdution
The purpose of the analysis desribed here was to perform a beam asymmetry
measurement for γd −→ K+Λ and γd −→ K+Σ0 on the proton bound in a
deuterium nuleus. By then omparing the results to similar measurements on
the free proton, a onlusion an be reahed as to whether measurements made
on the bound neutron an be assumed to be omparable to the free ase. With
this omparison, it is possible to test the quasifree approximation of a bound
nuleon in deuterium. This analysis was undertaken as part of a broader pro-
gram of experiments and assoiated analyses investigating the nuleon exitation
spetrum.
The photoabsorption spetrum of the nuleon onsists of many resonanes
whih are broad and overlapping. This is learly seen in gure 1.1, whih shows
the total photoprodution ross-setion on the proton in Eγ = 0.2 ∼ 2.0GeV .
Also shown are the ross-setions for the most signiant ontributing reation
hannels. Several resonanes are learly visible (e.g. ∆(1232)), and quark models
suh as those of Capstik and Roberts, Faiman and Hendry, and Forsyth and
Cutkosky [24℄ have been very suessful in prediting their energies and quantum
numbers. Suh models, however, also predit several resonanes whih have not
yet been observed; the so-alled missing resonanes. The goal of the N
*
program
at Jeerson Lab is to make a systemati searh for missing resonanes, and to
determine whether they are unobserved due to experimental onsiderations, or
erroneously predited by theoretiians.
The reent availability of highly polarised beams and targets at Jeerson Lab-
oratory, ombined with the ∼ 4π CLAS (CEBAF Large Aeptane Spetrome-
ter) detetor oers the opportunity to searh for missing resonanes by measuring
polarisation observables for reations whih have low ross-setions and result in
multi-partile nal states. In partiular, for strange hannels, there is the pos-
2 Chapter 1. Introdution
sibility to measure the polarisation of the reoiling hyperon and hene a range
of single and double polarisation observables. With the ombination of polarised
beam and target, and reoil polarisation the ultimate aim of experiments is to
make the rst omplete measurement in pseudo-salar meson photoprodution,
leading to a model independent extration of the prodution amplitudes. This
should oer a unique opportunity for theorists to determine the ontribution of
nuleon resonanes in KY photonprodution.
Several single and double polarisation observables have already been measured
with CLAS for KΛ and KΣ0 reations on the proton with irularly and linearly
polarised beams [57℄. The rst data using a longitudinally polarised, frozen-spin
target was taken in 2007/08, and the seond phase, with the target transversely
polarised is sheduled for Marh 2010. These will produe the rst omplete
measurement for KΛ and KΣ0 on the proton. The next hallenge is to measure
similar reations on the neutron. This was the aim of the g13 experiment
1
,
where liquid deuterium was used as the best available approximation to a free
neutron target. It is essential in this experiment to determine if the quasi-free
approximation is valid, and the method employed here is to measure the photon
asymmetry, Σ, for the KΛ and KΣ0 prodution on the bound proton from the
deuteron and ompare with the free proton results measured from the g8 data [7℄.
These measurements are presented in this thesis.
1.0.1 Symmetri Quark Models
In QCD symmetri quark models oer the possibility to lassify hadrons in terms
of their valene quarks. The quantum numbers assoiated with these quarks
identify the hadrons in terms of quark avour, JPC , with J being the angular
momentum, P the intrinsi parity and C the harge onjugation. By introduing
the onept of strangeness, Gell-Mann [8℄ and others allowed the baryon spetrum
to be unfolded in the symmetry of the SU(3) quark model. One quark spin
and orbital angular momentum exitations were introdued, a rih spetrum of
nuleon resonanes based on SU(6) ⊗ O(3) symmetri quark models were then
allowed.
Faiman and Hendry [3℄ arried out the rst attempts at unfolding the baryon
spetrum from a quark model by developing a quark shell model based on harmoni-
osillator fores. The model evolved from the basi onepts of a partile moving
1
Experiment nomenlature at JLab assigns experiments involving real photons the letter g
and the number represents the order in whih the experiment was approved, but not in whih
it atually ran. Therefore, g13 was the 13
th
approved real photon experiment at JLab.
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Figure 1.1: Photoprodution ross-setion on the proton for the energy range
Eγ = 0.2 ∼ 2.0GeV . The total ross-setion exhibits four resonane regions. The
lowest region is assoiated with the ∆(1232) exitation. Both K+Λ and K+Σ0
hannel ross-setions are shown also, highlighting the fat that they are almost
two orders of magnitude lower than that of single pion prodution.
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within a three dimensional harmoni-osillator potential. It was then possible,
with this model, to predit a baryon spetrum that agreed with the known on-
temporary data. Forsyth and Cutkosky [4℄ then developed a QCD improved
quark shell model to t the masses and elasti widths of the S = 0 baryons. This
model was based on a deay operator with the form S · (g1Pq + g2P−q), with Pq
and P−q being the quark and antiquark momenta respetively and S is their om-
bined spin. This model also inluded various baryon resonanes, many of whih
were found to be in agreement with the data of the time. More work by Koniuk
and Isgur [9℄ reated a model based on elementary-meson emission and it allowed
for preditions of non-strange baryon deays up to the N = 2 band in both K+Λ
and K+Σ0 photoprodution. For a reation in this model, a meson is treated
as a pointlike partile whih ouples diretly to the quarks in the initial baryon.
Models like these, and variants of them, are apable of prediting a large spe-
trum of non-strange baryon states that should ouple strongly to strange deay
hannels. By omparing what states are then found experimentally and how well
their extrated properties, suh as widths, agree with model alulations, will be
be a test of how aurately the models desribe the data.
1.0.2 Missing Resonanes
The main onit for the eld of baryon spetrosopy is that SU(6) ⊗ O(3)
symmetri quark models predit far more resonanes than have been observed in
experiment. Table 1.2 shows the PDG [1℄ star rating for measured and missing
baryon resonanes using the QCD improved model of Cutkosky [4℄, the more
stars assoiated with a resonane the greater the ertainty of its existene. Only
those resonanes onsidered to be established (overall three or four stars) appear
in the PDG's overall Baryon Summary Table, and a resonane is only onsidered
to be established if it has been seen in at least two independent analyses of elasti
sattering. A large number of the predited states in table 1.2 have either one
or zero star ratings implying little or no experimental evidene of their existene.
There are urrently two ompeting hypotheses as to why these resonanes have
not yet been determined experimentally. The rst possibility is that the quark
models to date have some inherent aw and require some update or modiation.
Diquark models [10℄ are founded on the assumption that two of the quarks are
bound in a tightly oupled state within the nuleon. This situation is thought to
happen if the olours and spins of the two quarks are anti-symmetri, resulting
in an attrative fore between the pair. If two quarks ombine in this fashion, it
results in a low energy onguration that dereases the number of internal degrees
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of freedom of the nuleon. This produes a lower level density of possible baryon
resonanes and a large number of the missing states an therefore be removed
from the model preditions. The onept of the diquark model is illustrated in
gure 1.2.
The seond possibility arises beause the ontemporary measurements may
not have been partiularly sensitive to the missing states. This is beause the
majority of the existing data omes from pion prodution experiments involving
πN nal states. Reent quark model alulations by Capstik and Roberts [2℄
predit that some of these missing resonanes may ouple strongly to strange
baryon nal states from photoprodution experiments. Their model desribes
the baryon deays in a relativised sheme. The alulation aounts for the
nite size of the nal meson as well as inluding the exited strange baryons
Λ(1405), Λ(1520) and Σ(1385) and K∗ exited meson states. The model predits
a series of negative and positive parity states up to the N = 3 band. The model
preditions for the K+Λ and the K+Σ0 hannels are shown in gure 1.3. The
signs and magnitudes for the predited amplitudes for both hannels were found to
agree well with experimentally established states. Capstik and Roberts predited
that for the K+Λ hannel there should be several negative parity states in the
N = 3 band and that they should be evident in experiment. Speially, they
predit that the two star N(2080)D13 state should be learly seen with a preise
measurement of γP −→ K+Λ. They also predit the existene of the poorly
established N(2090)S11. Regarding the K
+Σ0 reation, Capstik and Roberts'
alulations suggest a large ontribution omes from the ∆(1910)P31, for whih
the PDG only urrently gives an upper limit [1℄. Despite the amplitudes for the
K+Σ0 hannel being muh less ertain than those for the K+Λ the existene of
some N = 2 missing states an also be predited.
By using a linearly polarised photon beam one an aess the single polari-
sation observables of the photon asymmetry, Σ, the hyperon reoil polarisation,
P , the target asymmetry, T and the double polarisation observables Ox and Oz.
Similarly, by using a irularly polarised photon beam we have aess to the dou-
ble, irular polarisation observables Cx and Cz. Measurements suh as these
are expeted to be extremely sensitive to the predited D13(1960) missing res-
onane [11℄, and when ombined with previous measurements should provide a
omprehensive analysis. Future analyses also intend to make use of a polarised
target [12℄. Together, all the work mentioned in the above paragraph should help
to build a model-independent understanding of the baryon resonane spetrum
and aid in the determination of resonant states, whether so-alled 'missing' or
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Figure 1.2: Representation of two dierent types of quark model. Top shows the
onstituent quark model and below is the diquark model.
not.
1.1 The Λ and Σ0 Hyperons
Both the Λ and the Σ partiles are part of a larger family of partiles known as
the hyperons, denoted by Y . Hyperons themselves are fermions, in that they all
have half-integer spins and obey Fermi-Dira statistis. They are omposed of
three light quarks, at least one of whih is a strange quark, whih makes them
strange baryons. Both ontain the same uds valene quark ontent, but in the
Λ the ud quarks are in a spin singlet state, whilst in the Σ0 they are in a spin
triplet state. Eah one has spin
1
2
and is from the same baryon otet as the
proton and neutron. The mass of the Λ is 1115.68 MeV/2 and its mean lifetime
is 2.6×10−10 s, whereas the Σ0 has a mass of 1192.64MeV/2 and a mean lifetime
of 7.47× 10−20 s. One other major dierene between these two hyperons is that
the Λ has isospin 0 and the Σ has isospin 1. When onsidering the eld of baryon
spetrosopy, this is a vital onept as it implies that nal states involving KΣ0
may inlude the exitation of both N∗ and ∆ states whereas those involving KΛ
nal states an only inlude intermediate
1
2
N∗ states. An important property
of KΛ photoprodution, this isospin seletivity makes the reation simpler to
desribe with no ∆ states ontributing to it. A table listing the main properties
of the Λ and Σ0 hyperons is given in table 1.3.
Given the short lifetimes of both hyperons, one apparent onsequene is that
they will not travel far enough to be deteted by the CLAS spetrometer. Given
this fat, the partiles must be reonstruted from their respetive deay produts.
For the Λ, 63.9% of the time it deays through the mode
Λ −→ pπ− (1.1)
and the rest of the time it deays through the mode
(1.2)
In the ase of the , it deays with a branhing ratio into
(1.3)
where the deay has an energy of MeV.
One more important property of the hyperon is its self-analysing power.
That is to say that its parity-violating weak deay allows for a measurement of
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N* Status SU(6) ⊗ O(3) Parity ∆* Status SU(6) ⊗ O(3)
P
11
(938) **** (56, 0
+
) + P
33
(1232) **** (56, 0
+
)
S
11
(1535) **** (70, 1
-
) -
S
11
(1650) **** (70, 1
-
) - S
31
(1620) **** (70, 1
-
)
D
13
(1520) **** (70, 1
-
) - D
33
(1700) **** (70, 1
-
)
D
13
(1700) *** (70, 1
-
) -
D
15
(1675) **** (70, 1
-
) -
P
11
(1520) **** (56, 0
+
) +
P
11
(1710) *** (70, 0
+
) + P
31
(1875) **** (56, 2
+
)
P
11
(1880) (70, 2
+
) + P
31
(1835) (70, 0
+
)
P
11
(1975) (20, 1
+
) +
P
13
(1720) **** (56, 2
+
) +
P
13
(1870) * (70, 0
+
) + P
33
(1600) *** (56, 0
+
)
P
13
(1910) (70, 2
+
) + P
33
(1920) *** (56, 2
+
)
P
13
(1950) (70, 2
+
) + P
33
(1985) (70, 2
+
)
P
13
(2030) (20, 1
+
) +
F
15
(1680) **** (56, 2
+
) + F
35
(1905) **** (56, 2
+
)
F
15
(2000) ** (70, 2
+
) + F
35
(2000) ** (70, 2
+
)
F
15
(1995) (70, 2
+
) +
F
17
(1990) ** (70, 2
+
) + F
37
(1950) **** (56, 2
+
)
Table 1.2: PDG star ratings for measured and missing baryon resonanes [1℄.
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Figure 1.3: Mass preditions for Nγ, Nπ and ΛK (top) and ΣK (bottom) states
from Capstik and Roberts' [2℄ relativised quark model. Heavy bars indiate
well established states from partial wave analyses and light bars indiate poorly
established or missing states. Y-axis sale is in MeV.
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Λ Σ0
Rest Mass (GeV ) 1.116 1.192
Quark Content uds uds
Isospin 0 1
Spin
1
2
1
2
Parity + +
Mean Lifetime (s) 2.6× 10−10 7.4× 10−20
Table 1.3: Main properties of the Λ and Σ0 hyperons from the PDG [1℄.
the hyperon's polarisation. This unique property omes from the interferene of
the parity violating S and the parity onserving P wave amplitudes. For the Λ a
polarisation omponent, PΛi, an be dened, where i ∈ {x, y, z} is a given axis in
spae. The angular intensity distribution of the proton, I(cos θpΛ) as a funtion
of the proton polar angle in the hyperon rest frame, θpΛ is given by the following:
I(cos θpΛ) =
1
2
(1 + αPΛ cos θ
p
Λ), (1.4)
where α is the self-analysing power of the hyperon (the weak deay asymmetry
parameter) whih has been measured to be 0.642 [1℄. As a result of this relation,
the Λ polarisation an be extrated from the proton angular distribution without
having to use a polarimeter devie.
1.2 Summary
At the energies of the boundary between nulear and partile physis, QCD be-
omes non-perturbative and ontinues to present a major obstale to any fur-
ther understanding of nuleon struture and interation using this method. The
eld of baryon spetrosopy however, presents us with an ideal way to investi-
gate the underlying physis and internal mehanis of a nuleon via its exited
states. So far, the majority of the theoretial work done for the baryon resonane
spetrum has ome from quark model alulations, sine hiral perturbation the-
ory is not amenable to N∗ physis, and lattie QCD is still developing. The
biggest issue omes from the fat that quark models predit more resonanes
than have so far been observed experimentally. Most of our urrent understand-
ing of the baryon resonane spetrum has ome from pion/nuleon interations
suh as πN → πN , γN → πN [13℄, however, there are quark model alulations
that predit some of these missing resonanes ould ouple strongly to K+Λ and
K+Σ0 nal states [2℄.At entre-of-mass (CM) energies below about 1.7 GeV, the
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single pion prodution hannel dominates both pion and photoabsorption ross-
setions. As the CM energy inreases towards 2.0 GeV, two and three pion deay
hannels start to dominate and it is within this range that the partial widths and
masses are not well determined.
This analysis used a linearly polarised photon beam to measure the beam
asymmetry, Σ, polarisation observable in strangeness photoprodution. One of
several polarisation observables whih are expeted to be very sensitive to reso-
nane ontributions. The results were then ompared to similar measurements
from the free proton in order to test the validity of the quasifree approximation
of the bound nuleon in deuterium.
The results of this analysis whih ompares data on the free and quasifree pro-
ton provides a rigorous basis for further analyses involving strangeness prodution
on the quasifree neutron. Results whih show a lear relationship between the
quasifree and elementary proton data will validate analyses on the γn −→ KY
hannels, where elementary reations are not possible. Suh an analysis on the
g13 dataset is already underway, but is not the fous of this thesis.
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Chapter 2
Bakground
This hapter outlines the motivation for the extration and analysis of the beam
asymmetry (Σ) polarisation observable from the K+Λ and K+Σ0 photoprodu-
tion hannels. Some of the phenomenologial models used in the non-perturbative
energy region of QCD are investigated and a seletion of tree-level isobar, oupled-
hannel and Regge models are looked at, with their relative ahievements and
onstraints in desribing the baryon resonane spetrum being highlighted. Par-
tiular fous is given to the dierent theoretial shemes used, alongside dierent
preditions for the various polarisation observables. Naturally, most attention is
given to the beam asymmetry and the nal results ompared to model alula-
tions. The resonane states predited to strongly ouple to the K+Λ and the
K+Σ0 hannels by these models are then highlighted.
The present world database for polarisation observables in K+Λ and K+Σ0 is
also studied. Data from this is then ompared to model preditions to provide an
overview of ontemporary theoretial understanding of hyperon photoprodution.
Ultimately, the aim of this analysis is to ompare its results of beam asymmetry
measurements in kaon photoprodution from a quasifree proton in deuterium to
those of a free proton. When onsidering the mehanis of prodution from a
quasifree proton then resattering eets in the nal state interation must be
taken into aount. The dominant proesses in kaon photoprodution of kaons
from the deuteron are shown in gure 2.1. Full expressions for the orresponding
amplitudes are given in referene [14℄. As an example here we onsider only the
γd −→ K+Λ(n) reation, this being one of the relevant hannels in this analysis.
Graph I in gure 2.1 represents the quasifree prodution of the K+ on the proton,
with the neutron being a spetator in this reation. This proess dominates at low
values of spetator neutron momentum pn. The spetator neutron momentum
distribution within the deuteron whih is parameterised aording to the Ar-
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gonne potential [15℄ an be seen in gure 2.2. Kaon-nuleon and lambda-nuleon
(graphs II and III, respetively) resatterings beome dominant above pn ∼ 300
MeV/. The physial interpretation is as follows: The Λ, or the K, is produed
on a nuleon at rest and resatters on the seond nuleon, also at rest in the
deuteron, whih then reoils with the observed momentum pn. Here, the resat-
tering amplitude is well dened and relies on the low-momentum omponents of
the deuteron wave funtion. This is an ideal plae to study the interations with
nuleons with short-lived partiles (suh as the various hyperons) or to look for
narrow resonant states (e.g., in the K+n hannel). Graph IV represents the ase
where the kaon is produed by the resattering of an intermediate pion, though
this proess was not inluded in any models used in the experimental proposal for
this analysis. Experimentally, however, it an be studied using the same approah
as graphs II and III.
When the results of this analysis are nally ompared to those measured
previously on the free proton, it is not expeted that there will be muh disparity
observed between the two sets of results. This is a theory borne out by work
done on models by groups suh as those desribed in referene [16℄, an idea that
is expanded on in detail in setion 2.4.4.
2.1 Baryon Spetrosopy
Meson photoprodution is an important topi in the eld of baryon spetrosopy
as it allows the determination of the parameters of known resonanes alongside
helping the disovery of new baryon states, should they exist. Currently, hadroni
physis has been fored to rely upon phenomenologial quark models in order
to make preditions about the baryon spetrum, due to the under development
of lattie QCD and the non-perturbative nature of QCD at low momenta and
energies. These phenomenologial models, while they may dier in struture,
all basially utilise the same tehnique of simplifying the omplex quark-gluon
soup of QCD into a system of onstituent quarks interating in some inter-quark
potential. Various exited states of the nuleon an be predited by these quark
models when the rules of the standard model are applied. By restriting ourselves
to ombinations of the three lightest quarks one an use the standard model to
make preditions about the ground state spetrum for baryons and mesons. It is
then possible to exite these ground states into various higher energy resonane
states. These resonane states are represented by the L2I2J notation where L is
the orbital angular momentum in spetrosopi notation, I is the isospin and J
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Figure 2.1: The relevant graphs in the γd −→ K+Λ(n) reation. I: Quasifree kaon
photoprodution; II: Kaon-nuleon resattering; III: Lambda-nuleon resattering
and IV: Intermediate state reations. Figure from referene [17℄.
is the total angular momentum of the resonane.
2.2 Polarisation Observables in Hyperon Photo-
prodution
2.2.1 Formalism
The g13 experiment is part of the N* program at JLab. It is an ongoing program
of study to gain a learer understanding of the struture of the nuleon, along
with quark and hadroni interations at low energy and momenta, the range of
non-perturbative QCD. The fous of the N* program is to develop an improved
understanding nuleon struture and interations in the low energy and momenta
range of QCD by studying its exited states. The spetrum of exited states of a
system of bound partiles opens a window to the underlying interation. Likewise,
in nulear spetrosopy, where the exited state spetrum indiates the quantum
many-body ongurations of nuleons and mesons interating via the strong fore,
so too in baryon spetrosopy we are able to gather information on the interations
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Figure 2.2: The Argonne potential desribes the nuleon momentum distribution
within the deuterium nuleus. This plot shows the momentum distribution that
arises from the Argonne potential.
of quarks and gluons in exited states by studying these so-alled resonanes.
Historially, polarisation observables have been demonstrated to be an ideal probe
when investigating hadroni proesses. When onsidering reations that involve
the photoprodution of pseudosalar mesons these observables are of partiular
interest, as suitable ombinations of observables allow for model independent
analyses. One an appropriate expression for the sattering amplitudes of kaon
photoprodution has been found, one that is sensitive to the ontributions of
eah state and hannel [18℄, they are then expressed as a ombination of four
amplitudes [19℄. These are then written as funtions of energy and sattering
angle [20℄, though to assist in the study of polarisation observables it is usually
onvenient to hange to a transversity amplitude representation [20℄.
Barker and Donnahie [21℄ used a formalism that allows the transversity am-
plitudes to be expressed in terms of s-hannel heliity ips N , S1, S2 and D. In
this representation N is a no-ip amplitude, S1 and S2 are single-ip amplitudes
and D is a double ip amplitude. The amplitudes are now written:
b1 =
1
2
[(S1 + S2) + i(N −D)], b2 =
1
2
[(S1 + S2)− i(N −D)],
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b3 =
1
2
[(S1 − S2)− i(N +D)], b4 =
1
2
[(S1 − S2) + i(N +D)]. (2.1)
These four omplex amplitudes an ompletely desribe the photoprodution
proess. By taking bilinear ombinations of them one an dene 16 polarisation
observables [21℄. The 16 polarisation observables an be divided into two groups:
single and double polarisation observables. Unlike eletroprodution, there are
no triple polarisation observables, involving beam, target and reoil polarisation,
to worry about in kaon photoprodution. It should be pointed out that the Σ
hyperon (strange baryon) and the Σ polarisation observable are two unique and
unrelated entities and are should be taken not to onfuse them when disussing
the proess of strange deays in Kaon photoprodution and the manipulation
of polarisation observables. The ross-setion and beam asymmetry polarisation
observables are shown in table 2.1 alongside their assoiated transversity ampli-
tudes.
Symbol Transversity representation
dσ
dt
|b1|
2 + |b2|
2 + |b3|
2 + |b4|
2
Σ
dσ
dt
|b1|
2 + |b2|
2 − |b3|
2 − |b4|
2
Table 2.1: The dierential ross-setion and beam asymmetry polarisation ob-
servables alongside their assoiated transversity representations.
Polarisation observables are sensitive to the preditions by the various models
and by measuring them we an plae onstraints on the models and test their
validity. Starting from a simple model that inludes all the known resonanes
one an then add further resonanes to the model and ompare how well their
addition brings the model to desribing the data. This analysis aims to measure
the beam asymmetry single polarisation observable Σ. One the results of this
analysis have been ompared to those of the free proton an assessment an then
be made of the validity of the quasifree approximation of the bound nuleon in
deuterium and thus whether analyses on the quasifree neutron an be reliably
ompared to the free neutron.
2.2.2 Extration of Observables
The dierential ross-setion is related to the beam asymmetry via the following
relation:
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dσ
dΩ
= σ0{1− PlinΣcos 2φ}, (2.2)
where,
dσ
dΩ
is the dierential ross-setion, σ0 is the unpolarised ross-setion, Plin
is the degree of linear polarisation of the photon beam and φ is the azimuthal
angle of the deteted meson in the entre-of-mass frame.
In order to measure the asymmetry without measuring both ross-setions,
it is possible to reonstrut the unpolarised input by using dierent polarisation
vetors. Two polarisation planes with an angular dierene of 90◦ provides a
phase dierene of 180◦ in the cos 2φ distribution, thus a ross-setion an be
dened for both planes:
σ1 = σ0{1− PlinΣcos 2φ}, (2.3)
σ2 = σ0{1 + PlinΣcos 2φ}, (2.4)
where σ1 and σ2 are the ross-setions at the two dierent plane settings.
Equivalene of these equations allows the rearrangement for Σ:
σ1(φ)− σ2(φ)
σ1(φ) + σ2(φ)
= PlinΣcos 2φ (2.5)
2.3 Theoretial Models
2.3.1 Isobar Models
Isobar frameworks at the order of the tree-level have been developed by numerous
groups in order to try and unfold the nuleon resonane exitation spetrum [22
24℄. Pioneered by Thom [25℄, the aim of these models is to desribe the hadroni
reation by evaluating various tree-level Feynman diagrams for both resonant
and non-resonant exhange of mesons and baryons. Here, every reation partile
an be onsidered as an eetive eld with properties suh as photooupling
amplitudes, mass and strong deay widths. While a tree-level approah may not
aount for hannel oupling eets and nal state interations, it does redue the
omplexity of the interation and give a reliable rst order understanding of the
resonane parameters. In a typial tree-level approah, the Feynman diagrams
ontributing to the γp −→ K+Λ reation are shown in gure 2.3, diagrams (a)
to (g). Diagrams (a) to (d) represent the Born terms while (e) to (g) represent
resonant ontributions in the t, u and s-hannels respetively. Diagram (h) is only
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used when onsidering the K+Σ0 nal state as ontribution from the ∆ states
also have to be inluded.
The presription of Mart and Bennhold [11℄ was one of the rst isobar models
to show evidene for a potential missing resonane in strangeness photoprodu-
tion. Their model investigated K+Λ photoprodution, as its isospin struture
only allows the exitation of N∗ states, whereas the K+Σ0 hannel also allows
∆ states to ontribute, therefore making it more ompliated to desribe. They
were guided in their analysis by the oupled-hannels approah of Feuster and
Mosel [26℄ whih gave an indiation that the three ore resonant states S11(1650),
P11(1710) and P13(1720) should be predominant in the K
+Λ hannel. The model
desribed the bakground using the standard Born terms along with K∗(892)
and K1(1270) vetor meson poles in the t-hannel. Hadroni form fators were
inluded using the gauge method developed by Habberzettl [27℄. Bakground
and resonane setors were suppressed by using separate uto masses of 800 and
1890 MeV respetively .
The development of this model was an attempt to reprodue the ross-setion
results of the SAPHIR ollaboration [28℄, as shown in gure 2.4. The model
appears to desribe the overall shape of the data well but does not aurately
reprodue the feature seen at around W=1900 MeV. To be able to inorporate
this struture they used the onstituent quark model of Capstik and Roberts
[2℄ to lead the development of their own model. The presription of Capstik
and Roberts [2℄ predits the existene of various new states around 1900 MeV.
Of these, the D13(1960), was predited to have a signiant deay width into,
and photooupling to, the K+Λ hannel. This missing resonane state was then
inluded in the model alulations and the results agreed well with the ross-
setion measurements, shown in gure 2.4. When this result is onsidered in
onert with the good agreement between the extrated partial widths for the
ore resonanes with the quark model preditions, it lends some redene to the
belief that the struture in the SAPHIR ross setion data does orrespond to the
D13(1960). Their alulations also predit large dierenes between models that
inlude and exlude theD13(1960) resonane for the photon asymmetries as shown
in gure 2.5. Speially, Mart and Bennhold onlude that a measurement of the
photon asymmetry would be an ideal way of examining the role of the D13(1960)
missing resonane in kaon photoprodution.
Further investigation of the SAPHIR data by Saghai et al [29℄ showed that
the ross-setion results ould be reprodued equally well while still exluding
a D13(1960) resonane. This model adjusts the bakground by inluding two
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hyperoni resonanes, P01(1810) and P03(1890), to aurately reprodue the tted
data. This approah highlights the risk taken in using limited observables when
drawing onlusions about the possible existene or non-existene of predited
missing resonanes in an isobar approah.
Figure 2.3: Feynman diagrams for the γp −→ K+Λ reation, diagrams (a) to (g)
and for the γp −→ K+Σ0 reation diagram (h) is inluded. Diagrams (a) to (d)
represent the Born terms and (e), (f) and (g) represent the resonant ontributions
from the t, u and s-hannels respetively. Diagrams from [12℄.
2.3.2 Coupled-Channel Analyses
One major drawbak of tree-level isobar models lies in their inability to aount
for multi-step, oupled-hannel eets arising from intermediate states along with
nal state interations. It is the urrently held belief that the multi-step sequene
γN −→ πN −→ KY should have a large eet in kaon photoprodution beause
of the γN −→ πN amplitudes being signiantly larger than the diret produ-
tion proess. Several groups have onstruted models in an attempt to aount for
these oupled-hannel eets [26,3133℄ inluding approahes based upon SU(3)
hiral dynamis [34℄ and a K-matrix interpretation [26℄.
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Figure 2.4: Total ross setion from K+Λ prodution on the proton, shown with
alulations from the Mart and Bennhold model [11℄. Dashed line indiates al-
ulation without D13(1960) resonane and the solid line indiates the alulation
with this resonane inluded. Data from SAPHIR, new (1998) [28℄ shown by solid
squares and old (1969) [30℄ by open irles.
Chiang et al [35℄ developed a oupled-hannel model whih investigated the
γp −→ K+Λ hannel by xing the number of leading order tree-diagrams to be
onsidered using the isobar model developed by Williams, Ji and Contah [24℄.
The approah they used had the γN −→ πN and πN −→ KY amplitudes
dened using the results from the VPI partial wave analysis [36℄. To redue
the number of free parameters in the alulation they developed an approah
similar to that used in some isobar models, where the oupling onstants are
xed from either PDG values or SU(3) avour symmetry. Chiang's model did not
attempt to aurately reprodue known kaon photoprodution data, but instead
aimed to highlight the importane of oupled-hannel eets. Ultimately, Chiang
onluded that πN hannels provide ∼ 20% ontribution via the oupled-hannel
mehanism, demonstrating a lear need for these eets to be aounted for in
kaon photoprodution alulations. Usov and Sholten [37℄ further onrmed this
hypothesis by their K-matrix approah whih showed hannel oupling eets to
be large and should not be ignored.
A dynami oupled-hannel formalism was also developed by was also devel-
oped by Julia-Diaz for the proesses γN −→ πN −→ KY and γN −→ πN ,
to provide a omprehensive desription of the γp −→ K+Λ reation. A hiral
onstituent quark model formed the foundation of this model, one that properly
inorporated o-shell eets. Non-resonant interation within the KY ⊕πN sub-
spae was determined using an approah utilising unitary transformations. In
their model, simpliation of the photoprodution amplitude alulations were
made by asting the oupled hannels in suh a way that the γN −→ πN am-
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Figure 2.5: Mart and Bennhold alulations [11℄ for the photon asymmetry.
Dashed line represents alulations without a D13(1960) resonane whilst the
solid line has the D13(1960) inluded. These alulations predit that the pho-
ton asymmetry should be very sensitive to the inlusion of a missing D13(1960)
resonane.
plitudes were expliitly input. As a result, solely parameters assoiated with the
KY hannels need to be determined. This is ahieved by tting to all the existing
data for the oupled hannels. There was found, generally, to be good agreement
between the model alulations and the data.
Model alulations ompared to available ross setion data from both SAPHIR
and CLAS are shown in gure 2.6. Two model presriptions were used in the al-
ulations, one using ts to all SAPHIR and the most reent CLAS data (the M1
model), and the other using simultaneous ts to all available ross setion and
polarisation data. Studying the t results of both models showed the SAPHIR
ross setion data had a greater ompatibility with the polarisation measurements
than the CLAS results. Overall, it was found that the main known resonanes
ontributing to the γp −→ K+Λ reation were the S11(1535), S13(1900) and
the D13(1520) with smaller ontributions oming from the F15(1680) and the
F15(2000). Investigation was also arried out into previously unknown states and
strong evidene was found for the inlusion of a D13 resonane at 1954 MeV and
some weak evidene for a possible S11 state at 1.804 GeV. Observations were also
made for non-negligible eets from a P13 state at 1.893 GeV.
2.3.3 Regge Models
By extending angular momentum into the omplex plane, Regge models have
been shown to provide an aurate desription of high energy partile physis
data. The theory evolved from the need to aount for poles in a partial wave
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Figure 2.6: M1 (dotted urve) and M2 (solid urve) oupled-hannels alulations
from Julia-Diaz [38℄ for the reation ross setion of γp −→ K+Λ. Calulations
are ompared to CLAS (open diamonds) [39℄, SAPHIR (full irles) [40℄ and
LEPS (open squares) [41℄ results.
deomposition. In this formalism, partiles that have the same internal quantum
numbers but dierent spins are grouped into what are alled Regge trajetories.
It is then proposed that at suiently high energies, where individual resonanes
an no longer be learly identied, the photoprodution proess is then desribed
by exhanging whole Regge trajetories, as opposed to individual partiles. It is
expeted that the range of validity for these models ours at high energies and
forward angles but some reent studies have indiated that meson prodution in
the resonane region ould be reasonably well desribed by the Regge approah.
One reent way of reproduing the ross setion and polarisation measurement
values from hadroni reations is with a Regge-plus-resonane (RPR) tehnique
developed by Corthals, Rykebush and Van Cautern [42℄. Their approah uses
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Regge trajetory exhange in the t-hannel to desribe the K + Y bakground.
After this, the model preditions are evolved into the resonane region by adding
s-hannel resonanes to desribe the existing data. By onstrution, these reso-
nanes must disappear at higher energies, therefore the bakground an be on-
strained to high energy data. The advantage of this over isobar shemes is that
only the resonane ouplings are left as free parameters in the resonane region.
The need for strong hadroni form fators for the bakground terms is also re-
dued by using Regge propagators and this, in turn, removes the gauge invariane
issues that are so problemati in a purely isobari approah. Figure 2.7 shows
a representation of this approah where the photoprodution ross setions for
hyperons is shown against the dierent energy regions for both resonane and
Regge eets.
In the model by Corthals et al, K and K∗ Regge exhange were used to
desribe the bakground and ore resonanes were inorporated to extrapolate the
intermediate energy sheme. The eets of inluding a two star P13(1900) state
and ontributions from both the D13(1900) and P11(1900) missing resonanes
were investigated. Model alulations for dierent RPR regimes ompared to
beam asymmetry data are illustrated in gure 2.8. These results, in onjuntion
with previous ross setion measurements give some evidene for the inlusion
of the two star P13(1900) state. Regarding the previously unobserved states,
the model alulations indiate the P11(1900) to be the more likely hoie for a
possible missing resonane as opposed to the D13(1900). However, the authors
of referene [42℄ stated that they would be relutant to laim strong evidene for
the existene of either state from their results. Speially, they highlight that
a model utilising solely the ore set of resonanes an just as validly desribe
the reation dynamis. From this they draw the onlusion that features seen in
resonane spetra ould be explained by ne tuning the bakground, rather than
being indiations of a missing state.
For the Σ hyperons, an RPR approah was developed whereby the reations
p(γ,K+)Σ0 and p(γ,K0)Σ+ ould be treated in ommon isospin-related desrip-
tion [43, 44℄. This was possible beause the Σ0 and Σ+ hyperons belong to an
isotriplet and the strong oupling strengths are related via SU(2) Clebsh-Gordan
oeients. An important role for the two-star P13(1900) along with the standard
N∗ ore resonanes is suggested by the results of referene [43℄.
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Figure 2.7: Representation of the dierent energy sales used in the Regge-plus-
resonane approah. The higher energy region, above 3 GeV, models the bak-
ground via the exhange of various Regge trajetories, whilst in the lower energy
region s-hannel resonanes beome more important. Figure taken from refer-
ene [44℄.
2.4 Previous Measurements
There are urrently very few measurements or theoretial preditions for polar-
isation observables on the deuteron. Given the omplexities highlighted in the
previous hapter (1) it has been sensible to rst establish model preditions and
measurements for the simpler ase of an unbound proton, from a hydrogen target.
After this theorists and experimentalists an move forward onto the ase of the
bound proton in deuterium. As suh, g13 is one of the rst experiments to ad-
vane the eld in this diretion. In the following setions where measurements or
preditions for the deuteron have been made, they are highlighted and ompared
with the more abundant proton data.
2.4.1 Photon Asymmetries on the free proton
Extensive measurements have now been made at GRAAL [4548℄, LEPS [41,49℄
and CLAS [7,50,51℄ on KΛ and KΣ0 hannels. These results are summarised in
gures 2.10 and 2.12.
At JLab, the most reent measurements were undertaken during an experi-
ment known as g8b [52℄. Here they used a hydrogen target and measured the
beam asymmetry using a beam of linearly polarised photons in a similar energy
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Figure 2.8: RPR model alulations [42℄ of the photon asymmetry for the KΛ
hannel plotted against LEPS data [41℄. Models RPR-2 and RPR-3 inlude the
2 star P13(1900) and the missing P11(1900), whilst model RPR-4 inludes only
the known ore resonanes.
range as that used in the urrent analysis (g8b, Eγ = 1.3 - 2.1 GeV in 200 MeV
steps; G13, Eγ = 1.3 - 2.3 GeV in 200 MeV steps). Ultimately, the results of
this analysis are ompared to those beam asymmetry measurements made during
g8b and the validity of the quasifree approximation of the bound nuleon in deu-
terium determined. The g8b experiment took data between the 20th June and
1st September 2005 at JLab.
By using a bakward-Compton sattering faility the LEPS group produed a
photon beam with a high degree of linear polarisation. The asymmetry measure-
ment was made possible by taking one half of the data with horizontally polarised
photons and one half with vertially polarised photons. Two drift hambers and
a silion-strip vertex detetor allowed preision measurements of the K+ momen-
tum in order to assist in partile identiation. In order to have a reliable start
signal, a plasti sintillator trigger was used, plaed behind the target ell, with
another 40 sintillators plaed behind the traking detetors providing a stop
signal.
The GRAAL ollaboration in Grenoble, Frane used the European Synhrotron
Radiation Faility (ESRF) to produe tagged, polarised photons via Compton
sattering laser photons o of eletrons irulating in the storage ring. For the
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purposes of the hyperon experiment, UV lines were produed by an Argon laser
at 333, 351 and 364 nm that went on to give photon energies of 1.40, 1.47 and 1.53
GeV respetively. Both neutral and harged partiles were deteted by the 4π
LAγRANGE detetor. Charged partile traking information was olleted by us-
ing a set of MultiWire Proportional Chambers (MWPCs). Partile identiation
was provided by a plasti sintillator barrel in onjuntion with a double plas-
ti sintillator hodosope whih gave time-of-ight measurements. An in-depth
treatment of the experimental setup is given in referene [45℄.
K+Λ hannel
The rst notieable feature of the JLab results for the K+Λ hannel is that they
are positive over the full kinemati range of the analysis. Up to photon energies
of about 1.375 GeV the asymmetry remains largely at, whereafter it begins to
display a slight peak at bakwards angles, approahing a maximum of 1 at 1.675
GeV. As the photon energy inreases, a seond struture begins to emerge at
cos θK
+
cm = 0, at a photon energy of around 1.775 GeV. Also, as the photon energy
goes above 1.875 GeV, the peak at bakward angles begins to drop o.
The JLab results were ompared in gures 2.9 and 2.12 to previous measure-
ments from GRAAL and LEPS respetively. The GRAAL data was all at photon
energies below 1.5 GeV and overed nearly the full angular range. Overall, the
agreement was very good with the GRAAL data, with the JLab analysis having
nearly three times as many energy points per bin with smaller error bars, allow-
ing for ner strutural resolution. This proved useful at bakward angles where a
slight peak begins to appear at energies above 1.325 GeV that was not apparent
in the GRAAL data. The LEPS data overed forward angles and energies above
1.5 GeV. Due to dierenes between the two datasets the JLab data was rebinned
with oarser binning to allow a proper omparison. Again, the overall omparison
was found to be good, with the LEPS data produing some slightly lower results.
Systemati eets in one of the analyses was put forward as a suggestion for the
small dierene between the analyses.
K+Σ hannel
The beam asymmetry results for the KΣ0 hannel is reasonably at for photon
energies below 1.625 GeV with a peak forming at bakward angles above 1.675
GeV and a forward angle peak forming around 1.825 GeV. Just like the results for
the K+Λ hannel, the results are positive for nearly the entire kinemati range,
with only some error bars moving into negative values at higher energies.
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Figure 2.9: Photon asymmetries for the reation γp −→ K+Λ as a funtion of
cos θK
+
cm . Comparison to GRAAL. JLab data is shown by irles with blue lines
and those from GRAAL are indiated by triangles with red lines.
For the K+Σ0 hannel, omparison with the GRAAL data again (gure 2.12)
showed very good agreement aross the full kinemati range of omparison, with
the LEPS data also showing good agreement at forward angles. There were only
very slight dierenes with the LEPS data at higher energies.
2.4.2 Quasifree Proton
The GRAAL ollaboration also published preliminary beam asymmetry for η
photoprodution from the quasifree proton and neutron in deuterium in 2005
[48℄. Exlusive measurements were made with the BGO Crystal Ball, with reoil
neutrons and protons that were emitted at Θlab = 3 > 23
◦
being deteted in
an assembly of forward detetors. This forward detetor assembly inluded two
planar multiwire hambers, a time-of-ight wall made of thin sintillator strips,
and a lead-sintillator sandwih TOF wall. The ηp and ηn nal states were
identied in a similar fashion as was used for previous measurements [46℄ on the
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Figure 2.10: Photon asymmetries for the reation γp −→ K+Λ as a funtion of
cos θK
+
cm . Comparison to LEPS. JLab data is shown by irles with blue lines and
those from LEPS are indiated by triangles with red lines.
free proton.
In the ase of the beam asymmetry measurements (gure 2.13), in the region
of the S11(1535) resonane, the beam asymmetry is roughly the same for both the
neutron and proton, ∼ 0.2. At W = 1.65 > 1.73 GeV though there are opposite
hanges in both asymmetries. The proton beam asymmetry drops to almost 0
whereas the neutron beam asymmetry rises to ∼ 0.4. The GRAAL ollaboration
points out that the beam asymmetry measurements are more sensitive to the non-
dominant ontributions, as it is given by the interferene of heliity amplitudes
[53, 54℄. They also go on to suggest that an observed peak in the neutron ross-
setion and a orresponding hange in beam asymmetry may be an indiation
that one of the nuleon resonanes has a stronger photooupling to the neutron
than to the proton.
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Figure 2.11: Photon asymmetries for the reation γp −→ K+Σ0 as a funtion of
cos θK
+
cm . Comparison to GRAAL. JLab data is shown by irles with blue lines
and those from GRAAL are indiated by triangles with red lines.
Given the small dierenes between those measurements made on the deuteron
to those made on the proton (see gure 2.14) in this presented GRAAL data, it
is not expeted for previous proton measurements to dier greatly from deuteron
measurements in similar energy or angular ranges in the urrent analysis. Even
though the data shown here omes from η-photoprodution, the photoprodu-
tion proess ommon to both the η and the K+ still produes no expetation of
dierenes between the proton and the deuteron.
2.4.3 Quasifree neutron
In 2006, the LEPS ollaboration published results of beam asymmetry measure-
ments from the γn −→ K+Σ− reation hannel [49℄. These results they ompared
with the same measurements from the γp −→ K+Σ0 hannel. The experimen-
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Figure 2.12: Photon asymmetries for the reation γp −→ K+Σ0 as a funtion
of cos θK
+
cm . Comparison to LEPS data. JLab data is shown by irles with blue
lines and those from LEPS are indiated by triangles with red lines.
tal setup was the same as was desribed in setion 2.4.1 for the LEPS photon
asymmetries from the free proton.
In this analysis, the hyperon yield was extrated from the dierene in the
prodution yield ratios of N(Σ)/N(Λ) in the LD
2
data and N(Σ0)/N(Λ) in the
LH
2
data. The prodution yields of Λ, Σ0 and Σ− and the bakground under
the the Σ peak were obtained by a t to the missing mass spetrum with six free
parameters. The peak shape was reprodued by the sum of two Gaussians having
dierent widths and amplitudes and was xed in the t. Two free parameters
were used to sale the heights of the Λ and Σ− peaks. The peak position of Λ
was a free parameter, and the Σ0 and Σ− peaks were plaed at 0.077 and 0.082
GeV higher than the Λ peak respetively. As a result of the t, the prodution
yield ratio N(Σ−)/N(Σ0) was obtained.
The beam asymmetry measurements are shown in gure 2.15. For K+Σ−, the
asymmetries are positive and larger than those for the K+Σ0. The asymmetries
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Figure 2.13: Beam asymmetry measurements for ηn (left) and ηp (right) photo-
prodution from 2005 GRAAL quasi-free nuleon results [48℄.
lose to +1 at cos θcm< 0.9 indiated the dominane of the K
∗
exhange in the
t-hannel. the asymmetries are small at 0.9 < cos θcm beause the asymmetries
go to zero at cos θcm= 1. One interesting feature that was noted was that the
asymmetries for K+Σ0 gradually inrease with inreasing entre-of-mass energy,
while the energy dependene of the asymmetries for K+Σ− is small at W > 2.0
GeV.
The Regge model alulations overestimated the data for the K+Σ0, while the
alulations generally agreed very well with the data for the K+Σ−, partiularly
at higher energies. The agreement suggested that an additional ontribution,
not present in the alulations, is small in the K+Σ− hannel. It was thought
that ontributions from ∆∗ resonanes ould explain the K+Σ0 data, but this
would redue theK+Σ− asymmetries and thus not aurately reprodue the beam
asymmetry data. It was speulated that the dierene between theoretial and
experimental asymmetries for theK+Σ0 was, at least in part, due to ontributions
from u-hannel Λ and Λ∗ exhanges and s-hannel N∗ resonanes whih have a
muh stronger oupling to γp than to γn.
2.4.4 Quasifree kaon photoprodution on nulei
Previous to the work done at Giessen, Lee, Mart, Bennhold and others performed
an investigation into the quasifree reationA(γ,KY )B using three dierent model
approahes [16℄. They rst examined ts to previous data from SAPHIR [28,30,
56℄ using two dierent models. The rst of these ts used an older model (M1)
that used a uto funtion to reprodue the required high-energy fall-o yet
preserve gauge invariane, but despite the suess of this approah, they found no
mirosopi basis for it. They used a method by Haberzettl [5759℄whih allowed
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Figure 2.14: Comparison of GRAAL beam asymmetry measurements for ηp from
the free (blak irles) and the quasi-free (red irles) proton [55℄.
them to remove the uto term from their previous model and provided a good
phenomenologial desription of experimental data. This then gave them the form
of their seond model (M2). The third model (M3) they presented in their paper
used a distorted wave impulse approximation (DWIA). Using these models they
examined the potential of exlusive quasifree kaon photoprodution on nulei to
reveal details of the hyperon-nuleus interation and made detailed preditions
for the oinidene ross-setion and the beam asymmetry. The study served
two main purposes, rst, to examine the sensitivity of various observables to
the hyperon-nuleus nal-state interation and seondly, to establish a kinemati
range in whih polarisation observables are insensitive to distortion eets.
M1 and M2 model alulations of the beam asymmetry were produed and
these are shown in gure 2.16. The asymmetry was almost zero near threshold
for all three hannels but beame sizeable at higher energies. They found large
dierenes between M1 and M2, whih led them to onlude that the beam asym-
metry would be an ideal observable to distinguish between dierent dynamial
inputs, an observation also made by the same group in other work [11℄.
In omparing the M1 and M2 model shemes they re-emphasised the idea
that polarisation observables oered good potential for disriminating between
models that use dierent dynamial inputs. They stated that while their updated
model (M2) inorporated methods with a eld-theoretial foundation, it was still
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Figure 2.15: LEPS beam asymmetries for γn −→ K+Σ− (irles) and γp −→
K+Σ0 (squares). The solid and dashed urves are the Regge model alulations
for the K+Σ− and the K+Σ0 hannels, respetively.
desirable to establish justiation phenomenologially also and to this end they
identied polarisation observables as playing a ruial role.
DWIA model alulations
In the distorted wave impulse approximation (DWIA), a non-relativisti model
(model M3) is used at intermediate energies to ompensate for the eets of a
mean nulear potential. Basi sattering reation alulations often assume that
the inident partile behaves as a plane wave until it interats with the a nuleon
in the nuleus. In fat the potential eld of the nuleus, whih is usually given
by an optial potential, distorts the nuleon wavefuntion.
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Figure 2.16: Photon asymmetry of p(γ,K+)Y . The solid urve indiates the
updated model and the dotted urve shows the older model.
Kaon-nuleus interation
Unlike the πN interation, the K+N interation is rather weak on the hadroni
sale. Due to strangeness onservation, there are no hyperon resonanes in the
K+N system, nor any inelasti hannels, with the exeption of (K+, K0) harge
exhange on the neutron. The large medium eets due to πNN −→ NN an-
nihilation and ∆ propagation in the π-nuleus system are absent from the K+-
nuleus sattering. As a result, the low-energy K+N interation an be under-
stood through a simple bakground sattering with a smooth energy dependene.
To generate the distorted waves for this approah, they solved the Klein-
Gordon equation using a rst-order optial potential onstruted from the ele-
mentary K+N amplitudes. For K0, they used the same potential as for K+ as
a starting point, as little is known about the K0-nuleus interation, though, in
priniple, the information ould be obtained by measuring kaon harge exhange
on nulei. They went on to state that improved optial potentials like the one
developed by [60℄ should be used in future studies, but felt that the potentials
they used for their exploratory study were suient.
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Hyperon-nuleus interation
Due to insuient data, there were very few optial potentials that ould desribe
hyperon-nuleus sattering. For their analysis, they used the global optial model
by Cooper et al. [61,62℄. When their model was applied to bound nulear systems
they found it gave a reasonable desription of the experimental data [63℄. After
this they slightly adjusted the model parameters in order to more quantitatively
reprodue the data. For the Σ ase, the model was also onstrained by existing
information from Σ− atoms and from ΣN sattering. The distorted hyperon
wavefuntions were then generated using the Shrödinger equivalent potentials.
The group presented their results in two dierent kinemati shemes, the
quasifree and open kinemati regimes. They also limited themselves to oplanar
arrangements where the hyperon was on the opposite side of the kaon (φY =
180°).
Quasifree kinematis
The quasifree kinematis losely resembled the two-body kinematis in free spae,
exept in the ase being desribed the reation was ourring on a bound nuleon
with nite momentum. The quasifree kinemati sheme had the feature that the
energies of the outgoing partiles varied in the whole angular range, making it
maximally dependent on the nal-state interations and minimally sensitive to
the details of the nulear wavefuntion.
They presented alulations of the kaon angular distributions for the observ-
ables for
12
C(γ,KY)11B
g.s.
at Eγ = 1.4 GeV and reation missing momentum, pm
= 120 MeV/, where B
g.s.
represents the nal nuleus in its ground state. Figure
2.17 shows the eets of nal-state interations. It shows four dierent alula-
tions for the oinidene ross setion (d3σ), the photon asymmetry (Aγ), and the
hyperon reoil polarisation (AY ): in Plane Wave Impulse Approximation (PWIA)
where plane waves were used for the outgoing kaon and hyperon, in DWIA with
hyperon nal-state interations (FSI) turned o, in DWIA with kaon FSI turned
o, and in full DWIA.
The results show that the angular distributions were peaked in the forward
diretion and that the magnitudes of the beam asymmetry and hyperon reoil
polarisation were sizable and should be measureable in experiments. The PWIA
results agreed qualitatively with model results from [64℄, with the dierenes
being attributed to Abu-Raddad and Piekarewiz's use of an older elementary
amplitude.
On its own, the kaon FSI aused small (∼10%) redutions in the ross setions
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and had little inuene on the polarisation observables. With just the hyperon
FSI, larger (up to 40%) redutions were seen in the ross setions for the KΣ
hannels than for the KΛ hannels (up to 20%). They expeted suh behaviour
in the ross setions however, sine, by onstrution, the Σ potentials are stronger
than the Λ ones. When the interferene of both FSIs were present, the kaon and
hyperon distortions appeared to ombine with a degree of destrutive interfer-
ene in the KΛ hannels. Conversely, in the KΣ hannels, the ombined FSIs
onstrutively interfered with eah other in a way produing an enhaned DWIA
ross setion, ompared to when only the hyperon FSI was present. They on-
luded from this that the kaon and hyperon distortions interfered with eah other
in a ompliated pattern, whih made the extration of the hyperon-nuleus po-
tential more diult. The inuene of the kaon FSI was also apparent for the
polarisation observables. Consequently, the net eets of the FSIs on the ross
setions were omparable in all six hannels. They noted that the beam asymme-
try was more strongly aeted by the FSIs in the KΣ hannels, partiularly the
K+Σ−, whereas it had little eet in the KΛ hannels, but that the eets may
be too small to be deteted experimentally as the ross setions in the regions of
large eets were orrespondingly small.
Open kinematis
In the open kinematial regime, pm was allowed to vary freely. They presented
their results as a funtion of photon energy for the same reations.
Figure 2.18 shows the eets of FSIs under the open kinematial regime.
Inluding both the kaon and hyperon FSIs led to a redution (up to a fator of
two) of the ross setions. They also found that in most ases, FSI signiantly
aeted the shape of the polarisation observable distribution. This indiated that
the ndings in gure 2.17, that the polarisation observables were independent of
the FSI, remains valid only under ertain kinematial situations. The onlusions
regarding the relative ontributions to the FSI to the ross setions from gure
2.17 still hold true, but the role of the kaon FSI is now dierent as ompared to
the quasifree kinematis in that it onstrutively interferes with the hyperon FSI
in almost all ases. The double peaks in the ross setion of the two Λ hannels
are of kinemati origin; they arise from the range of values pm, whih rosses the
maximum of the p-shell single-partile wavefuntions twie.
After all aspets they investigated were onsidered, the group found dier-
enes between the PWIA and DWIA results that indiated the importane of
both kaon and hyperon nal-state interations. They found that the hyperon
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FSI lowered the dierential ross setions on the order of 20-40% while the polar-
isation observables ould hange by more than a fator of two. They expet that
preise measurements if the quasifree kaon prodution proess, omplemented
with diret sattering wherever possible, should enhane understanding of the
Y-nuleus interation in the future.
They pointed out that several ingredients for this reation have to be known
more preisely before any quantitative onlusions about the hyperon-nuleus
potential an be drawn. The K
+
-nuleus interation has been studied in great
detail with sophistiated desriptions available that an reprodue K
+
-nuleus
elasti sattering data. The kaon FSI, despite being relatively weak in strength,
plays a nontrivial role. It an interfere with the hyperon FSI to redue or enhane
the ombined FSI eets and future investigations of this reation should inlude
improved kaon wavefuntions.
They found a narrow kinemati window where the FSI did not aet seleted
polarisation observables. To aess this range requires keeping lose to quasifree
kinematis with moderate missing momentum (pm < 150 MeV/) and photon
energies below Eγ < 1.4 GeV. Within this kinemati region, the beam asymmetry
turned out to be insensitive to nal-state distortion for the KΛ hannels while
for the KΣ hannels the hyperon reoil polarisation was found to be insensitive.
They found polarisation observables that were free of distortion would provide
an exellent tool for unovering eets of the formation, propagation and deay
of higher-lying N
*
resonanes in exlusive hannels.
2.5 Summary
The eld of strange meson photoprodution has undergone something of a revival
in the last 15 to 20 years, and this is mainly due to the development of high lu-
minosity, high duty-fator aelerators and large aeptane spetrometers. This
renewed interest has oinided with an inreased fous on resolving the issue of
missing resonanes, with reent quark model preditions that some of these miss-
ing states should ouple more strongly to K+Λ and K+Σ0 nal states [2℄. Mart
and Bennhold developed an isobar model in an attempt to reprodue the early
ross setion results from SAPHIR, and from this model it appeared there was
some evidene for one of these missing states. More reent model alulations
however, were able to likewise reprodue the SAPHIR results but by using a dif-
ferent approah to handling the non-resonant bakground terms that exluded
any missing resonanes. Both these approahes highlighted a major problem in
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attempting to extrat resonane information from a limited data set. Partiularly,
they suggest that new photon asymmetry data should be sensitive to ontribu-
tions from previously missing baryon states. The possible inlusion of new states
has also been suggested by further model alulations that inlude higher spin
ontributions, with all approahes indiating the need for new data to rmly
onrm or deny their existene.
Another issue that has been demonstrated by reent analyses is the lak of
onsisteny between ross setion results measured at both SAPHIR and CLAS.
Multipole alulations by Mart and Sulaksono show a lear dataset dependene
upon whih spei resonanes are predited to ouple to the K+Λ hannel. This
extremely undesirable situation neessitates further measurements to be added
to the world database to test the onsisteny of the two sets of ross setion data.
Beyond this, the same CLAS data set used to make the ross setion measure-
ments also gave the rst evidene of a fully polarised Λ when using a irularly
polarised photon. The result of this has signiant ramiations for the ontem-
porary theoretial understanding of the proess of strangeness photoprodution
with a model hypothesis being developed involving quark spin. The analogous
results from this and other analyses involving linearly polarised photons should
provide a test of this hypothesis and ould potentially indiate new physis in the
prodution of strange quarks from a photon.
The work ontained here will improve the understanding of how the nal
observables are aeted by re-sattering eets in the nal state interation. It
will go on to help establish the validity of the quasifree approximation, a ruial
step for KY photoprodution from neutron hannels. When the results of this
analysis are taken in onjuntion with their theoretial interpretation they should
provide some further insights into the proess of strangeness photoprodution.
Beyond this, when the observables from this analysis are looked at in onert
with past and future CLAS analyses [12, 17, 52, 65, 66℄ they will be able to help
onstrut a model independent framework of any missing states without any phase
ambiguities. Ideally, this will aid the resolution of the missing resonanes issue
and help establish the orret degrees of freedom to be used in the resonane
energy region.
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Figure 2.17: Eets of nal-state interations under quasifree kinematis for the
reation
12
C(γ,KY)11B
g.s.
at Eγ = 1.4 GeV and pm = 120 MeV. The four urves
orrespond to alulations in PWIA (dashed), in DWIA with only kaon FSI
(dotted), with only hyperon FSI (dash-dotted), and the full DWIA (solid). The
top graph in eah plot shows the ross setions, the middle graph shows the
photon asymmetry (denoted by Aγ) and the bottom graph shows the hyperon
reoil polarisation (denoted by AY ).
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Figure 2.18: Eets of nal-state interations under open kinematis for the
reation
12
C(γ,KY)11B
g.s.
at θK = 30°, θY = 35° and reoiling kaon kineti energy,
TK = 450 MeV. The four urves orrespond to alulations in PWIA (dashed),
in DWIA with only kaon FSI (dotted), with only hyperon FSI (dash-dotted) and
the full DWIA (solid). The top graph in eah plot shows the ross setions, the
middle graph shows the photon asymmetry (denoted by Aγ) and the bottom
graph shows the hyperon reoil polarisation (denoted by AY ).
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Chapter 3
Experimental Setup
This hapter desribes the apparatus and detetor omponents used during the
g13 run period (Ot 30th 2006 to June 30th 2007) to investigate the ~γD(p) →
K+Λ0 and ~γD(p) → K+Σ0 reations. The g13 experiment [17℄ was performed
at the Thomas Jeerson National Aelerator Faility (JLab) in Newport-News,
Virginia, using the CLAS spetrometer and a linearly polarised tagged photon
beam.
3.1 JLab, Hall-B
JLab operates an eletron aelerator, CEBAF (Continuous Eletron Beam A-
elerator Faility) [67℄, whih utilises superonduting RF avities to aelerate
bunhes of eletrons to high energies. A shemati is shown in gure 3.1. The
beam from the injetor is aelerated through a raetrak shaped reirulating
beamline, with two linear aelerators joined by two 180
◦
ars with a radius of 80
m. The linas an boost the beam energy as it is irulated in the aelerator up
to ve times, ahieving energies in the region of 6.0 GeV. The beam, however,
an be extrated at any of the omplete passes with 1.2 GeV per pass. By using
RF separators at the entrane to eah hall it is possible to deliver so-alled beam
bukets (eletron bunhes) of dierent polarisations and urrents to the three
target halls simultaneously. The aelerator an oer beam urrents as high as
120µA in Halls A and C whilst at the same time delivering urrents as small as
1 nA to Hall-B. The operational luminosity of Hall-B is limited due to the rate
apability of the CLAS detetor system and the photon tagger tolerane.
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Figure 3.1: Overview of the CEBAF faility and its main omponents.
The g13 experiment took plae in Jeerson Lab's Hall-B and used a tagged
Bremsstrahlung photon beam and the CEBAF Large Aeptane Spetrometer
(CLAS) whih is a large aeptane (∼70% of 4π steradians), multi-layered, multi-
setored detetor. The photon beam was linearly polarised using the Coherent
Bremsstrahlung (CB) tehnique, and was inident on a liquid deuterium (LD2)
target and the partiles resulting from the subsequent photoprodution reation
were deteted in the CLAS detetor. In gure 3.2 below we an see a shemati
representation of experimental Hall-B showing the relative positions of the CLAS
detetor and the photon tagger.
The remainder of this hapter desribes the various detetor systems and sub-
systems, along with other apparatus used in Jeerson Lab's experimental Hall-B.
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Figure 3.2: Representation of the layout of experimental Hall B showing the lo-
ations of the CLAS detetor and the photon tagging spetrometer in the bottom
right of the piture. The red line indiates the path travelled by the photon beam
in Hall-B, where it enters from the bottom right of the diagram and is terminated
by the beam dump, loated in the top left of the diagram.
3.2 Coherent Bremsstrahlung Faility
The linearly polarised photon beam used in the g13 experiment was produed
using the Coherent Bremsstrahlung (CB) tehnique, where the inident eletron
beam is sattered o of an appropriately oriented diamond radiator [68℄. The
mixed photon and eletron beams then pass through the photon tagger where the
photon beam ontinues undeeted whilst the energy degraded eletrons in the
eletron beam are steered out of the beam using the magnet and onto the tagger
hodosope where the energy of the eletron an be measured and subsequently
the energy of the photon an be determined. The layout of the CB faility in
Hall-B is illustrated in gure 3.4, indiating the relative positions of its main
omponents. A brief desription of the CB proess is given below. A more in-
depth treatment of the CB proess is detailed in referene [68℄, while referene to
its spei use at JLab an be found in referenes [50, 51℄.
In the Bremsstrahlung proess an eletron inident on a suitable radiator is
deelerated by the eletromagneti eld of the radiator's nulei and ends up emit-
ting an energeti photon. When an amorphous radiator suh as arbon is used,
then the Bremsstrahlung produed photons exhibits and energy spetrum that
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falls o with inreasing photon energy (see gure 3.3 top). Alternatively, if a
radiator with a regular lattie struture, suh as diamond, is hosen then the
Bremsstrahlung photons are produed at disrete frational energies orrespond-
ing to spei momentum transfers of the eletrons in the rystal nulei. The
energy spetrum of these produed photons exhibits the harateristi oherent
peak struture. If the diamond is appropriately oriented with respet to the ele-
tron beam diretion then one partiular reiproal lattie vetor an be isolated
in the rystal radiator. Photons produed in this way then have a high degree
of linear polarisation, in partiular for those photons within the oherent peak
(gure 3.3 middle). The diamond orientation is ontrolled using a goniometer
whih allows for nely tuned movements of the diamond to be made in all six
degrees of freedom. The layout of the beamline is shown in gure 3.4 and shows
all the main omponents of the beamline, whih are: the goniometer and diamond
radiator, the tagger, the ollimator, the target and CLAS.
Radiator and Goniometer
The hoie of radiator for the linearly polarised photon experiments is important
as this determines the quality and stability of the produed photon beam. Any
defets present in the rystal radiator an have adverse eets on the CB proess.
This is beause the bakground prodution of unpolarised photons an beome
signiant, resulting in a beam with a lower degree of relative polarisation.
The main onsideration for the hoie of a CB radiator is that it must have
a regular rystal lattie struture as the inident eletron must be sattered in
a radiator whereby the reoil momentum an be taken up by the entire rystal
as opposed to the individual atoms [68℄. Diamond is the most ommon hoie
for a CB radiator beause of its small lattie onstant and relatively high Debye
temperature. This high Debye temperature means that the amplitude of the
thermal motion of the atoms in the lattie is small and the lattie struture is
relatively unaeted by thermal eets [69℄.
Another important onsideration when seleting a CB radiator is the thikness
of the radiator as this has an eet on the angular divergene of the beam. When
an eletron passes through a rystal radiator there is a spread in the diretion
of the eletrons due to multiple sattering eets, defets in the rystal lattie
and divergene of the initial eletron beam. This angular variation of the beam
must be onsidered as any alteration in the orientation between the primary
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Figure 3.3: (top) Energy spetrum of Bremsstrahlung photons produed from
an amorphous radiator (inoherent). The
1
Eγ
dependene of the spetrum an
be seen. (middle) Energy spetrum of Bremsstrahlung photons produed from a
diamond radiator (oherent). The oherent peak struture an be seen. (bottom)
Enhanement spetrum of oherent/inoherent with the dierent peaks and the
relevant reiproal lattie vetors they ame from.
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Figure 3.4: Shemati layout of the beamline in Hall B showing main features
involved in the oherent Bremsstrahlung faility.
eletron beam and the diamond will result in the oherent edge shifting to a
dierent energy. This implies that an eletron angular variation will result in a
broadening of the oherent peak struture and hene redue the maximum degree
of polarisation [70, 71℄. During g13b, a 50 µm diamond was used to produe the
linearly polarised photons. The holding mount (the goniometer) for the diamond
radiator is shown in gure 3.5 and the degrees of freedom are shown in gure 3.6.
Figure 3.5: The goniometer [72℄ shown under test onditions with the radiator
ladder visible in the entre.
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Figure 3.6: Shemati representation of the goniometer's degrees of freedom.
Photon Tagging Spetrometer
The photon tagger in Hall-B is used for tagging Bremsstrahlung produed pho-
tons over 20-95% of the inident eletron energy range [73℄. Bremsstrahlung
radiation ours when an inident eletron is deelerated in the presene of an
eletromagneti eld. During this deeleration, the eletron ompensates for the
aompanying energy hange by emitting a photon with an energy equal to the
energy lost by the deeleration. The eletromagneti eld is produed by the
nulei in the radiator material. The onept of tagging desribes the proess
whereby the deteted energy of the degraded eletron is assoiated with a par-
tiular photon, and the energy of the photon that was produed (and an then
go on to initiate a reation in the target) an be alulated from the following
relation: Eγ = E0 − Ee′ where E0 is the energy of the inident eletron beam
determined by the aelerator and Ee′ is the energy of the degraded eletron that
was deteted in the photon tagger. The tagger is ruial to determining a timing
oinidene between partiular photons and events and also provides a timing
oinidene for the other detetor subsystems.
On the exit side of the radiator there is a mixture of an eletron and photon
beam. The beams then arrive at the photon tagger where the photon beam
passes undeviated to the target [73℄ and the eletron beam is steered out of
the beamline through the tagger via the tagging magnet. The uniform dipole
eld of the tagger magneti yoke fouses the the energy degraded eletrons onto
the sintillator hodosope and full energy eletrons onto the tagger beam dump.
The photon tagging system uses a dipole magnet that operates over a photon
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energy range of 20 ∼ 95% of the initial eletron energy. The hodosope has
three requirements. It provides aurate momentum information for the deteted
eletron to allow the photon energy to be determined to the required resolution.
It also provides timing information that is aurate enough for oinidenes to
be made with any subsequent events triggered by the photon in a downstream
detetor. It is also important that the hodosope provides suiently good timing
resolution to allow the identiation of the exat 2 ns beam buket in whih an
event ourred. To ahieve these aims, the hodosope itself is made up of two
dierent planes of sintillator detetors known as the timing and energy planes,
(T and E-planes respetively). They are both highly segmented and have their
working surfaes normal to the beam trajetory. A side view of the tagger is
shown in gure 3.7.
Figure 3.7: Shemati representation of the tagger, showing the relative positions
of the E and T-ounters. Figure from referene [73℄.
The hodosope onsists of 61 overlapping T-ounter sintillators used for tim-
ing measurements. These are then divided into 121 T-bins inluding the original
T-ounters and the overlaps between them (∼ 10%), the overlaps being used to
provide a higher resolution. To be able to assoiate a tagged photon with the
appropriate 2 ns beam buket the T-plane resolution has to be better than 300
ps. Eah sintillator is 2 m thik and an provide a timing resolution of around
50 ps, ten times better than the 500 ps timing resolution of the E-ounters. This
is ahieved by making them thiker than (2 m ompared to 4 mm) and situated
further from the dipole magnet than the E-ounters, shown in gure 3.7. The
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T-paddles were also arranged in two separate groups with the rst 19 paddles
overing the photon energy range of 75% to 95% of the inident eletron energy
being narrower than the remaining 42 paddles overing the rest of the photon
energy range [73℄. The paddle array was built to be orthogonal to the eletron
trajetory so as to redue the eets from partiles that were bak-sattered.
Eah T-ounter sintillator has two photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) and a
pipeline multihit time-to-digital onvertor (TDC). The multihit TDCs allow eah
T-ounter to register many photons for eah trigger. However, sine most of the
photons are lose in energy, it an be diult to tag the orret one if two or
more arrive within the same beam buket (2 ns). Suh events, though, are easily
identied. In order for a valid tagger event to be registered there must be a o-
inidene between a T-ounter and its assoiated E-ounters. T-ounter signals
are read out from both ends using xed light guides and PMTs.
Similarly, there are 384 E-ounters of 4 mm in thikness used for energy
determination, whih an be likewise divided into 767 E-bins. The overlaps in
this ase is on the order of one third of a paddle again being used to provide a
higher resolution. The widths of eah of these plasti sintillators varies between
6 and 18mm depending on position so as to produe onstant momentum bins of
around 0.003E0 and they are 20 m long and 4 mm thik. In the hodosope the
E-plane lies above the T-plane and with the E-plane lose to the exit ange of
the magnet vauum box. This minimises the eet of multiple eletron sattering
as they pass through the exit window and helps to optimise the resolution. The
paddle array was also built to be orthogonal to the eletron trajetory as it passes
through the foal plane, again to redue the eet of signals from bak-sattered
partiles [73℄.
Eah E-ounter has only one PMT and a standard TDC. Signals from one end
of the E-ounters are read out via a light guide onneted to an optial bre and
this optial bre is onneted to the PMT. As onstant fration disriminators
are used in the tagger PMTs no time-walk orretion is required.
The outputs of eah of the tagger TDCs are grouped together in bloks of four.
These bloks are then ORed together in a module known as the tagger master
OR. This signal then goes on to form part of the CLAS trigger (see setion 3.5).
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Figure 3.8: Sale drawing of a short hodosope setion. Shown is the orientation
of the E and T-Plane sintillators with some typial eletron trajetories superim-
posed. The gure shows the venetian blind geometry of the hodosope. Figure
from referene [73℄.
Ative Collimator
The ative ollimator is loated diretly downstream of the photon tagging spe-
trometer and is shown under test onditions in gure 3.9. The ollimator has an
aperture of 2 mm in diameter and is loated 22.9 m downstream of the diamond
radiator. The devie is omposed of 13 nikel disks, eah having an outer diam-
eter of 50 mm and a thikness of 15 mm. Eah disk has a small aperture bored
through its entre and they are staked into a ylindrial sheath of stainless steel
with a 4 mm ubi sintillator sandwihed between them. This measures the rate
of e+e− pairs produed by photons outside the 2 mm ore inident on the rst
nikel disk. This makes online monitoring of the ount rates in the sintillator
possible, whih an be translated into shifts in beam position. These shifts are
identied as asymmetries in the measured rates from the photomultiplier tubes
loated at dierent positions around the sintillator.
The main purpose of the ative ollimator is to enhane the degree of linear
polarisation, Pγ, within the oherent peak. As desribed in [68℄ the natural
emission angle of CB dereases with inreasing photon energy. For inoherent
Bremsstrahlung the angular distribution is independent of the photon energy.
This means that by tightly ollimating the photon beam, it is possible to enhane
the relative ontribution of CB and thus enhane the relative degree of linear
polarisation.
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Figure 3.9: The ative ollimator shown under test onditions before it is installed
in the beamline.
3.3 G13 target
The target for g13 onsisted of a 40 m long, undiluted LD
2
(liquid deuterium)
target (6.5 g/m
2
). The liquid deuterium was kept at around 10K throughout
running. Liquid hydrogen was used for ertain normalisation and alibration
runs. The target was plaed 20 m upstream of the entre of the CLAS detetor,
at Z=-20 m. The ell was made of Kapton and a representation of it is shown
in gure 3.10.
Figure 3.10: Representation of the 40 m long LD
2
g13 target ell.
3.4 The CEBAF Large Aeptane Spetrometer
(CLAS)
The CLAS [74, 75℄ detetor at JLab is a multi-setor and multi layered detetor
with an nearly full 4π solid angle overage. It is made up of a six oil super-
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onduting magnet and eah layer is designed to detet dierent information of
a partile's trak through the detetor, beginning when a reation ours in the
target plaed in the entre of the detetor.
Starting from the detetor layer nearest to the target there is the start ounter,
used to provide information on when exatly a reation ourred. After this there
is the rst region of the drift-hambers (DC), then in the seond region of the
drift-hambers there is a torus magnet. This provides a toroidal magneti eld
and an either bend a partile's trajetory inwards or outwards. With the third
region of the drift hambers the momentum of the partile an be alulated
from the ar traed out in the DC. Cerenkov ounters (CC) are used for eletron
identiation, time of ight (TOF) sintillation ounters to determine partile
momentum and eletromagneti alorimeters to determine partile showers. All
these dierent subsystems in layers ombine to give information on a partile's
harge, momentum, mass and veloity. The toroidal eld generated by the mag-
nets fousses partiles of one harge (inbending) into the beamline diretion whilst
those of the opposite harge are outbent onto the detetor. During g13 the mag-
neti eld had a negative polarity resulting in positively harged partiles being
bent inward towards the beamline while negatively harged partiles were bent
outward and away from the beamline [74, 7678℄. An illustration of the CLAS
detetor is shown in gures 3.11 and 3.12. The following sub-setions desribes
the various sub-systems of CLAS.
Figure 3.11: The CLAS detetor in Hall B.
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Drift Chambers
Region 1
Region 2
Region 3
TOF Counters
Main Torus Coils
Mini−Torus Coils
Figure 3.12: Shemati representation of the CLAS detetor showing the various
regions and layers present.
3.4.1 Superonduting Torus Magnet
Six superonduting oils mounted around the beamline produe the toroidal
magneti eld in CLAS [74℄. It is this onguration of the eld oils that reates
the six dierent setor struture of CLAS. The presene of these oils also redues
the aeptane down to ∼70% of the full 4π solid angle overage. These oils
are mounted with 60
◦
degree separation and the partile's momentum is always
transverse to the eld generated by the oils. The maximum eld intensity that
an be generated by the magnet is around 2 T with the main omponent in the
azimuthal diretion. Close to the oils however, the eld an deviate slightly
from the pure azimuthal. The irular inner shape of the oil serves to redue
suh deviations and any reation produts tend not to experiene any signiant
azimuthal kik when rossing the inner boundary of the system. The toroidal
geometry also has the advantage of maintaining a eld free region in the entre
that an be used for the operation of a polarised target.
The magnet used to generate the eld is approximately 5 m in length and 5
m in diameter. During g13 the magnet ran with a urrent of -1497 A, a eld
setting hosen to maximise the aeptane of negatively harged partiles as the
main hannels in the g13 proposal [17℄ ontain more negatively harged partiles.
This omes at the ost of losing more positively harged partiles through the
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beamline hole at forward angles. The oils are designed with 4 layers and 54 turns
of aluminium-stabilised NbTi/Cu ondutor and are ooled to temperatures of
4.5 K by foring super-ritial helium through ooling tubes loated at the edge
of the windings.
When experiments require eletron running instead of photon running, a mini-
torus an be plaed around the target to prevent Møeller eletrons from entering
region one of the drift hambers.
Figure 3.13: Piture of the bare torus oils extrated from the CLAS detetor.
3.4.2 Start Counter
The start ounter (SC) [79℄ detets harged partiles from interations in the
target and produe a signal that indiates the start time of the interation. This
signal then allows us to measure the time of the hadroni interation by orrelating
the signal with the orret eletron beam buket. A diagram of the sub-system
is shown in gure 3.14.
The SC surrounds the target in the entre of CLAS and is onstruted of six
piees of sintillator onneted in a oupled paddle arrangement whih provides
three eetive setors of sintillator in the forward diretion. There are 24 EJ-
200 sintillator paddles in the devie. Eah oupled paddle is oriented so as to
geometrially map onto two setors of CLAS. The signal from any harged partile
deteted within the sintillator is read out via an aryli light-guide onneted to a
photomultiplier tube (PMT). The PMT is onneted in the bakwards diretion to
give six hannels that orrespond to the six setors of CLAS. The six hannels have
harge-to-digital and time-to-digital onvertors (QDC and TDCs respetively)
that provide energy and timing information of the interation in the sintillator.
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The sintillators in eah paddle have a 502 mm long straight setion with a
tapered end alled the 'nose'.
Timing resolution of ∼290 ps for the long straight leg part and ∼320 ps for
the nose part of the SC an be ahieved with alibration and the SC has the
same angular overage as that of the TOF subsystem. The timing information
from the SC simplies the identiation of the RF beam buket from whih the
assoiated reation photon was produed. SC information ombined with time-
of-ight and drift hamber information is used to provide a means of partile
identiation.
Figure 3.14: Representation of the start-ounter subsystem. The target an be
seen in the entre in purple.
3.4.3 Drift Chambers
The drift hambers (DC) [77, 80℄ in CLAS are used to detet and measure the
trajetories and momenta of harged partiles passing through the detetor. The
drift hambers are arranged in three regions and are plaed between the oils of
the superonduting torus. With the oils in plae the DC system has around
80% azimuthal angle overage while having a polar angular range from 8◦ to 142◦.
Eah of the three drift hamber regions is divided into six equal parts by the
torus oils, ultimately leading to eighteen dierent setions of the drift hambers
in total. The three radial loations are referred to as regions. Eah region of
the drift hamber overs 60◦ in the azimuthal (φ) angle and is onstruted in
suh a way that the urvature of the wire plane in eah region is parallel to the
magneti eld, providing maximum sensitivity to the trak momenta. Eah region
of the drift hambers onsists of two superlayers whih themselves are omprised
of six wire layers or planes. The rst (or axial) superlayer is arranged axially to
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the magneti eld whilst the seond (or stereo) superlayer is arranged with a 6◦
oset in its orientation to the axial superlayer. The stereo superlayer provides
the azimuthal measurement of the trak trajetory. The hamber bodies support
the wires running between the two endplates and the midpoints are arranged into
layers of onentri irles, with the wire positions shifted by half the nominal
wire spaing in suessive layers [74℄. The wire layers are arranged suh that they
produe a regular repeating pattern of hexagonal ells.
An hexagonal ell onsists of one sense wire maintained at a positive voltage
with six surrounding eld wires maintained at a negative voltage. The diameter
of these ells dier in eah region of the drift hambers; region 1 ell diameter
is 0.7 m, region 2 ell diameter is 1.5 m and region 3 ell diameter is 2.0
m. The resolution of these dierent diameter ells ranges from ∼310 - 380 µm.
The DC sense wires are made from 20 µm diameter gold-plated tungsten. A
small diameter was hosen as it limits wire tensions and operating voltages while
the gold-plated tungsten ensures hemial inertness. Field wires are fashioned
from 140 µm gold-plated aluminium alloy. Aluminium was used beause of its
long radiation length and therefore its ability to minimise multiple sattering.
Altogether, the DC system onsists of 35,148 sense wires. The drift hambers are
lled with a gaseous mixture omprising 90% argon and 10% arbon dioxide.
When in operation, a potential is applied to the layers of the drift hamber.
As a result, any harged partile passing through the drift hambers ionise the
gas moleules and the eletrons produed from this avalanhe onto the positive
sense wire in the ells. The partile's drift distane (and therefore position) an
be determined by measuring the drift time of the eletrons onto the positive sense
wire. Multiple measurements of the partile's drift distane as it passes through
all three regions of the drift hambers allow traking of the partile's trajetory.
For eetive traking the individual hambers detet multiple hits for eah
trak and automatially deide whih ones represent the most likely trajetory
of the partile. In region 1 (innermost layer) the partile's initial diretion upon
entering the drift hambers is deteted whilst in region 3 its nal diretion when
leaving the drift hambers is deteted. Region 2 of the drift hambers ontains
the region of highest toroidal eld strength in the detetor and so the partile's
momentum an be determined from the trak urvature in this region. The tra-
jetory of the urvature of the partile depends on its harge and the polarity
of the magneti eld. The drift hambers are designed to make positional mea-
surements of the partile trak with a resolution of a few mirons. This allows
measurement of a partile's momentum between the range 0.2 and 2.0 GeV. This
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portion of the partile detetion is known as 'traking'.
The region 2 and 3 drift hambers are shown in gure 3.15 in their installed
positions along with a representation of a partile trak passing through two of
the superlayers.
Figure 3.15: Region 2 and 3 drift hambers (left) shown in their installed positions
on the torus ryostat [75℄. Partile trak passing through two of the drift hamber
superlayers (right).
3.4.4 Time of Flight Sintillation Counters
The time of ight (TOF) subsystem [81℄ overs the duial volume of the CLAS
detetor. This orresponds to lab angles within the range from 8◦ < Θ < 142◦
and in total overs an area of 206 m
2
. This ative region is overed by using
57 sintillator paddles for eah of the six setors and with the last 18 paddles
oupled into 9 logial pairs, resulting in a total of 48 logial ounters per hannel
per setor. Eah of the sintillators is 5.08 m thik although their respetive
lengths and widths alter depending upon their atual position. The minimum
length is 32 m, found at forward lab angles (∼ 8◦) and the maximum length is
445 m found at a lab angle of ∼ 76◦. The widths vary from a minimum of 15 m
at forward angles and 22 m at larger angles. The dimensions of the sintillator
paddles in relation to its position ahieves the best ompromise between spatial
overage and best timing resolution. The intrinsi timing resolution for the TOF
subsystem is determined using osmi rays and for g13 it was found to be 80 ps
for the short sintillators and 150 ps for the longer sintillators.The TOF system
in CLAS was designed to provide good segmentation for exible triggering and
presaling, and exellent timing resolution for partile identiation. One of the
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main system requirements is that it must be able to separate kaons and pions up
to a momentum of 2 GeV/.
The sintillator paddles are manufatured from Biron BC-408 sintillator.
This hoie of material optimises timing resolution by allowing for a relatively
fast response time with low light attenuation. A shemati representation of the
TOF paddle arrangement an be seen in gure 3.16.
Eah of the sintillators has a PMT attahed at either end [74℄ and the signal
is read out by both a QDC and a TDC and an be used to generate prompt
signals for the CLAS level 1 trigger. For any partile travelling through the CLAS
detetor, the ight time of the partile from the target to the TOF subsystem
is used to determine its veloity by measuring the ight time between itself and
the start ounter (3.4.2). This veloity, along with the momentum determined
previously from the drift hambers, is used to alulate a partile's mass by
using the relation p = γmv. It is standard pratie in CLAS analyses to utilise
the mass alulated from the TOF subsystem in order to produe preliminary
partile identiation, as was done with this analysis.
For neutral partiles, their identiation happens with information from the
eletromagneti alorimeter layer whih is desribed in setion 3.4.5. By de-
teting ionising radiation the TOF bars an detet harged partiles. The TOF
sintillation bars work by deteting the light signal given o from an atom of the
sintillator material de-exiting after a partile from a target reation has exited
it. The light signal is then amplied in the PMT attahed to the bar and read
out by the eletronis in the base. There is a proportional relationship between
the intensity of the light, and therefore the size of the eletroni signal eventually
reorded by the base, and the amount of energy loss of the partile. Timing
dierenes give information about the position of the partile from whih a mass
an be alulated.
Figure 3.16: Shemati representation of one setor in the TOF paddle arrange-
ment.
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3.4.5 Eletromagneti Calorimeter
The eletromagneti alorimeter (EC) [82℄ is used primarily for the detetion of
neutral partiles suh as photons with energies greater than 0.2 GeV and neutrons.
The EC is also able to detet eletrons with energies greater than 0.5 GeV [75℄.
Eah of the six setors of CLAS has an eletromagneti alorimeter subsystem
overing a polar angle of 8◦ < Θ < 45◦ and onsisting of thirty-nine sandwihed
layers of sintillator and lead. Eah layer of sintillator is 10 mm thik whilst
eah layer of lead is 2.2 mm thik.
The sintillator-lead sandwih onstrution of the EC is show below in gure
3.17. It is apparent from the gure that eah layer has the shape of an equilateral
triangle, this is in order to over the hexagonal geometry of the CLAS detetor.
Also apparent in the gure is the suessive 120◦ rotation in the sintillator strip
orientation of eah layer (labelled here the u, v and w planes). The reurring three
plane onguration produes stereo information on the position of the energy
deposited in the sintillator. The alorimeter also makes use of a projetive
geometry layout, whereby the area of eah suessive layer inreases linearly
with distane from the entre of CLAS.
Partiles interating in the lead-sintillator sandwih layers lose energy by ra-
diating a Bremsstrahlung photon (whih, in turn, indues e
+
, e
-
pair prodution
and therefore more Bremsstrahlung prodution down to ionisation energies) typ-
ially within one radiation length and produe an energy shower. We an then
identify an interating partile based upon the energy deteted in the sintilla-
tors. In order to reonstrut a valid hit in the EC, it is neessary to have energy
deposition in all three views of a module. The energy and time of the hit an
then be determined by measuring the path lengths from the partile hit position
to the readout edge.
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Figure 3.17: Diagram of the three dierently rotated layers (eah one oset by
120
◦
) of the EC. Eah layer ontains 13 layers of sintillator.
3.4.6 Beam Position Monitors
The Beam Position Monitors (BPMs) are used to monitor any shift in diretion
of eletrons and/or photons along the beamline. This is important for any exper-
iment, suh as g13, involving photon running so as to ensure that the eletrons
from the aelerator are orretly inident on the diamond radiator and that the
photons pass through the ollimators. These BPMs are positioned at three dier-
ent loations on the beamline. 2C21A sits just upstream of the goniometer while
2C24A is situated just upstream of the tagger and 2H01A is just downstream
of the tagger [74℄.The eletron beam indues a urrent in wires adjaent to the
beamline and it is this urrent whih is measured by the BPMs. The urrent
varies depending on the position of the eletron beam in relation to the sense
wire and therefore allows the BPMs to orretly determine and reord the plae-
ment of the eletron beam within the beamline. The information from the BPMs
is written into the data stream every 2 seonds.
3.5 Trigger and Data Aquisition System
The trigger system in CLAS uses logi signals from the various detetor subsys-
tems in CLAS to determine whether to initiate the digitisation and readout of
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the QDCs and TDCs or whether to perform a fast lear/reset. The trigger on-
guration is set up so that it maximises the number of events of interest reorded
whilst also minimising those resulting from detetor noise or aidentals. The
onguration of suh a trigger is tailored to the onditions and needs of an in-
dividual experiment. Depending on event rates in the detetors and the system
live-time the trigger an be ongured to a highly spei nal state onguration
of partiles or be left to be fairly loose triggering.
CLAS has two levels of trigger (level 1 and level 2) whih pass or rejet
events depending on the trigger onguration. The level 1 trigger proesses digital
signals, via memory lookup, from the outer subsystems suh as the TOF or the
EC, whilst the level 2 trigger utilises traking information from the drift hambers
to perform a striter ut on the aeptability of an individual event. The nal
omponent of the trigger is the trigger supervisor.
The level 1 trigger [83℄ is initiated by the logi from the start ounter and is
ongured to make a deision based on some ombination of tagger master OR,
TOF and start ounter logi. It then uses a lookup table to identify true harged
partile traks by mathing between hits in the TOF and hits in the start ounter
orresponding to the same setor.
The level 2 trigger uses traking information from the DC, looking for suitable
partile traks before delaring an event valid. The system is designed to give
fast information on a physis event of interest in onert with the level 1 trigger,
as well as providing a striter onstraint on whih events are read out.
The trigger supervisor takes all level 1 and level 2 trigger inputs and produes
all ommon start and stop signals, busy gates and resets required by the detetor
eletronis.
The partiular onguration for g13 was suh that only level 1 was used and
an event deteted in a single setor would initiate the trigger.
3.5.1 Data Aquisition
After the trigger supervisor the proess of data aquisition (DAQ) and onvert-
ing events into an analysable format an begin. Jeerson Lab uses a system of
data aquisition known as CODA [84℄. The DAQ reeives data from the various
detetor systems and this is digitised into VME and FASTBUS rates in the hall
before being olleted by VME readout ontrollers [74℄. These digitised values are
then tabulated in a way that eah event has a unique identier number assoiated
with it. These data arrays, or event fragments, are then buered and sent to an
online aquisition omputer. Here the event fragments are proessed in the Event
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Builder whih ollates eah fragment and onverts the resulting data word into
BOS [85,86℄ format. After this the Event Transport transfers the omplete event
to shared memory where it an be used for online monitoring or data analysis.
Figure 3.18 below shows an online reonstrution of a hadroni event from the
CLAS Event Display (CED). Finally, the Event Reorder writes the event to a
RAID
1
array from where it is transferred to the JLab Tape Silo via a bre link
and where it now beomes available for oine analysis.
Figure 3.18: An online reonstruted hadroni event in CLAS, displayed using
CED (CLAS Event Display).
The maximum event rate is 8 kHz and maintained a DAQ livetime of ∼85%.
Summary
The CEBAF aelerator uses superonduting tehnology to deliver a high
quality and luminosity beam of eletrons to three separate end stations in Jef-
ferson Lab. These halls, with their omplementary detetor setups, allow a
1
RAID - Redundant Array of Independent (Inexpensive) Disks. D. A. Patterson et al,
SIGMOD Conf. 1998
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broad spetrum program to be onduted within the lab. Hall-B's oherent
Bremsstrahlung faility enables a seondary beam of linearly polarised photons
to be produed by sattering the initial eletron beam o of a diamond radiator.
Devies in the beamline suh as the beam position monitors and the pair spe-
trometer then allow the beam quality to be monitored and enhaned throughout
the running of an experiment. It is this unique setup, alongside the CLAS dete-
tor's high aeptane for harged partiles that makes Jeerson Lab's Hall-B the
ideal faility to investigate spin observables in strangeness photoprodution.
This hapter detailed the experimental apparatus and setup used during the
g13 experiment at Jeerson Lab's Hall-B. Before any analysis an be undertaken
however, it is neessary to alibrate the various detetor subsystems just desribed
in the previous setions in order to onvert the output into a meaningful physial
format (e.g. time, position, momentum). The next hapter desribes the proess
of alibrating the subsystems and the data reonstrution.
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Chapter 4
Data Proessing and Calibrations
In order to perform physis analysis of the experimental data aquired during the
run period, it is neessary to onvert the raw signal information from the detetor
subsystems into meaningful physial values. These physial values ome in the
form of timing, position, energy and momentum of the deteted partiles. The
rst stage of this onversion proess is done by undertaking two tasks in parallel.
One task being the data reonstrution, also known as ooking, and the seond
is to alibration of the individual detetor subsystems. Eah detetor subsystem
has an oine software pakage designed to produe alibration onstants whih
used by the ooking proess. Many iterations of these parallel tasks are required
in order to rene the data into the nal form neessary for physis analysis.
4.1 Run Conditions and Data
Table 4.1 shows a summary of the run onditions for the g13 experiment.
Running Condition Linear Polarisation
Torus Current −1500 A
Trigger two-setor, no tagger
Beam Current ∼ 10 nA
Tagged Photon Energy Range 1.1− 2.3 GeV
Radiator diamond (50 µm)
Target LD2 and LH2
Target Length and Diameter 40 m and 40 mm
(max diameter)
Target Position 20 m upstream of
CLAS entre
Table 4.1: G13 running onditions.
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G13 used dierent eletron beam energies to produe dierent energies of
polarised photon beam (= 1.1 > 2.3 GeV, in steps of 200 MeV). This meant that
dierent eletron beam energies (and thus polarisations) ould have ontributed to
the same oherent peak setting. This then required the alulation of a weighted
mean polarisation of eah oherent peak and polarisation plane setting. The
polarisation plane depends on the diamond orientation in the goniometer and
is dened to be either parallel (PARA) or perpendiular (PERP). The PARA
or PERP refers to the orientation of the Bremsstrahlung photon's eletri eld
vetor with respet to the horizontal. Where an amorphous radiator was used the
polarisation plane is dened as AMO (for amorphous). The polarisation plane
was altered between PARA and PERP after every run and AMO was only used
during ertain speial runs.
Given the running onditions above, ∼ 120 TB of data were olleted, satis-
fying the required targets given in the proposal [17℄. The data are summarised
in table 4.2 for prodution on the LD2 target.
Triggers Mean Pol.
Ee (GeV) Eγ (GeV) PARA PERP PARA PERP
3.302, 3.914, 4.192 1.3 3.7× 108 4.3× 108 0.75 0.71
4.065, 4.475 1.5 1.9× 109 1.7× 109 0.70 0.74
4.065, 4.748 1.7 2.2× 109 1.8× 109 0.71 0.73
5.057 1.9 3.6× 109 2.7× 109 0.74 0.78
5.057, 5.157 2.1 3.0× 109 2.6× 109 0.70 0.70
5.157 2.3 2.8× 109 2.9× 109 0.71 0.71
Table 4.2: Eletron beam and photon beam settings with total triggers for eah
polarisation plane setting and mean polarisations.
4.2 CLAS Data Output
Output (see setion 3.5.1) from the CLAS detetor subsystems is transferred and
ollated on an event-by-event basis within a dynami memory struture known as
BOS (Bank Operating System) [85, 86℄. Eah detetor subsystem within CLAS
has at least one BOS bank ontaining the relevant raw output. These banks are
then aessed using the appropriate funtion alls when required for alibration
or ooking. Typially, the output of eah data run is split into les of ∼ 2 GB in
size, and one standard data run (∼ 2 hours for g13) gave rise to ∼ 50− 60 data
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les. During uniterrupted prodution running it was possible to take ∼ 10 − 12
runs per day.
4.3 Data Reonstrution / Cooking
The proess of data reonstrution or ooking [87℄, onverts the raw BOS bank
outputs (see setion 3.5.1) into reonstruted or ooked BOS banks. A ooked
BOS bank is a olletion of data words ontaining detetor subsystem whih is
now in physial format (e.g. position, time, momentum). This proess utilises a
software pakage alled RECSIS (REConstrution and analySIS pakage). The
raw data are rst alibrated appropriately, depending upon the detetor subsys-
tem, resulting in a set of alibration onstants. Eah of these onstants is stored
in a entralised MySql [88℄ database and linked to RECSIS via an experiment-
spei run index. One a set of alibration onstants is deemed to be adequate
they are then used to adjust the reonstruted physial information in the BOS
banks and one iteration of the data ooking is omplete. This adjustment of the
bank information aounts for fators suh as detetor position, trigger times and
osets of eah detetor subsystem with respet to the others.
For the g13 experiment there were two overall passes of the ooking, eah
onsisting of multiple versions, before the alibration onstants were nally de-
ided to be of high enough quality for physis analysis. Pass refers to the urrent
iteration of the overall proess, while version refers to the urrent status of the
alibrations. Data proessing in this fashion is very omputationally intensive
and took ∼ 12 months of onstant running on the JLab omputing farm with
∼ 20000 raw input and ∼ 80000 subsequent output les.
4.3.1 Quality Monitoring
One vital omponent of the data reonstrution proess is the monitoring of the
subsequent outputs. During g13 a pakage alled CSQL [89℄ was implemented,
whih allows for the storage and visual monitoring of the ooking proess results
via a web interfae. The pakage was linked to RECSIS and during proessing,
various outputs of interest were monitored over whole versions. As a result,
data runs requiring further renement ould be easily identied. One example
of a CSQL monitoring plot, showing the number of reonstruted K+ and K−
partiles per event, an be seen in gure 4.1 below. The main purpose of the
monitoring proess is to hek for any drift of alibration onstants, and illuminate
any other detetor problems throughout the experimental run.
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Figure 4.1: An example of a CSQL monitoring plot from g13 ooking. The plot
shows how many K+ and K− partiles we were getting, per event and as an
be seen, we are reonstruting ∼ 4% K+ and ∼ 8% K− partiles per event.
The physial interpretation of this is that out of our overall data set, ∼ 4% are
events involving a K+ and ∼ 8% are events involving a K−. Partiles may be
mis-identied at this point though but this is be aounted for at later stages of
the analysis.
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4.4 Subsystem Calibrations
Timing alibrations are of partiular importane with CLAS, sine timing is the
basis for all partile identiation (PID) and the determination of partile mo-
menta. Further to this, the determination of the orret beam buket, from
timing, is neessary to orretly identify the event photon. In this setion brief
overviews of the alibration priniples and methods for eah of these subsystems
is presented. More detail is given in relation to the alibration of the photon
tagger, for whih the author was responsible.
The overall alibration proedure has the following steps:
1. Calibration of the start ounter and alignment to the time of ight (TOF)
from sintillator paddles.
2. Calibration of the photon tagger, the beam RF time and alignment to the
TOF.
3. Calibration of the TOF.
4. Calibration of the drift hambers.
5. Calibration of the eletromagneti alorimeters with respet to the TOF.
These steps are repeated many times until satisfatory alibration onstants are
onverged upon and physis data reonstruted. In order to ensure these on-
stants are satisfatory over the entire experimental run range, alibrations are
onduted on referene runs whih are hosen at regular intervals spanning the
entire run range. Given the neessity for high quality partile identiation and
auray of reonstruted masses, both invariant and missing, these referene
runs are taken frequently.
4.4.1 Start Counter Calibration
The alibration of the start ounter (see setion 3.4.2) is performed in two stages,
followed by the alignment of the start ounter time to the time of ight subsystem.
The rst stage of the alibration proess involves internally aligning eah pair of
oupled paddle sintillators, whilst the seond stage aligns the three pairs with
respet to eah other.
When a hit is registered in a pair of oupled paddles, two TDC timings result
(T1 and T2). For real physial events, the time dierene between these two
timings should be a onstant. These real events are then seleted and the time
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dierene (T1−T2) distribution is plotted. By then adjusting a onstant assoiated
with eah paddle, the time dierene an be entred on zero. This internal
alignment proedure is arried out for all three oupled paddle sintillator pairs.
The next stage requires alignment of the now internally aligned paddle pair
with respet to eah other. In order for this to be done, an external referene
time is required with whih to ompare the start ounter time of eah paddle pair.
This external referene time is provided by a tagger T-ounter, and so for eah
oupled paddle pair the start ounter time is subtrated from the T-ounter time.
Again at this point, the onstants for eah oupled paddle pair are adjusted (but
now by the same amount) so as to align the the main peak of this time dierene
distribution with the main peaks of the distributions from the other pairs. This
timing dierene alignment however, need not be entred on zero as this is simply
an internal alibration of the start ounter subsystem and is aounted for in the
photon tagger time and time of ight alibrations. One all three pairs have
been alibrated in this fashion, the start ounter is onsidered to be alibrated.
Calibration plots for the start ounter are shwon in gure 4.2.
The nal stage in the alibration of the start ounter is to determine a onstant
time oset, known as st2tof . As was disussed in setions 3.4.2 and 3.4.4, it is
neessary to align the start ounter time with the time of ight subsystem in
order to obtain aurate time of ight measurements, sine the start ounter
provides the event start time. Aligning of the start ounter to the time of ight is
ahieved by subtrating the vertex time of a trak as measured by time of ight,
from the vertex time of the trak as measured by the start ounter, and aligning
the resulting distribution's oset to be aligned on zero. The nal evaluation of
st2tof annot be done until both the drift hamber and time of ight alibrations
are ompleted. Consequently, the st2tof value hanges after eah iteration of the
overall alibration proedure as was previously desribed (see setion 4.4).
4.4.2 Photon Tagger Calibration / Beam RF
Calibration proedures for the photon tagger (see setion 3.2) and beam RF are
detailed in Refs. [73, 90℄. This setion ontains a brief desription of the tagger
alibration proess, along with some representative plots of the alibration for
the g13 experiment.
The onept of the photon tagger alibration an be desribed as follows.
The TDC values from the E-ounter and T-ounter PMTs are required to be
onverted into times. This is done by alulating and storing some alibration
onstants (ps/channel) for eah TDC. These values are then used to onvert the
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Figure 4.2: Start ounter alibration plots showing before alibration (top) and
after (bottom).
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TDC hannels into times. One these times have been determined, geometrial
mathing between E-ounter hits and T-ounter hits is performed. This mathing
is only performed if the E-ounter and T-ounter hits represent a ertain om-
bination, based on the overlap of the E and T foal planes in relation to typial
eletron trajetories, as shown in gure 4.3. This ombination must be one in
whih the eletron did not satter after interating with the radiator foil. At this
same stage of geometrial mathing, a timing oinidene between the E-ounter
hit and T-ounter hit is also required. Determination of the nal timing involves
using the T-ounters, whih are individually orreted for osets, to identify the 2
ns beam buket. Finer (< 2 ns) orretions to this timing are ahieved using the
RF mahine time. The remainder of this setion details the proedures involved
in this alibration.
Figure 4.3: Shemati representation of a portion of the tagger hodosope. The
orientation of the ounters in both the E and T planes an be seen, as an the
overlap of the E-ounters and T-ounters relative to the eletron trajetories.
The tagger alibration proess an be broken down into several disrete stages,
eah of whih produe alibration onstants for use in the reonstrution/cooking
proess.
1. T-ounter TDC Left-Right slope alibrations.
2. Base peak alibrations.
3. RF timing adjustments, C ′is.
4. Tagger to time of ight oset.
One the tagger has been alibrated, an output bank alled TAGR is produed
in the cooking output. This bank ontains time, energy and T and E-ounter
information. It should be pointed out that in order for a tagger event to be
properly reonstruted, E-T oinidenes are mathed using a lookup table. This
E-T oinidene is required, via hardware, to be within 20 ns. The bottom left
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Figure 4.4: Tagger alibration output plots for a well alibrated run. (Top left)
LR balane alignment, (top middle) tagger t-ounter time minus RF time versus
T-ounter, (top right) RF alibration hek, (bottom left) tagger t-ounter time
minus e-ounter time versus E-ounter, (bottom middle) tagger time minus RF
orreted tagger time and (bottom right) tagger time minus start ounter time
versus T-ounter.
plot of gure 4.4 shows this oinidene, T-ounter time minus E-ounter time
versus E-ounter number (E-id). When a hit falls within this oinidene window,
the timing of the photon is determined by the T-ounter time and the RF.
At this point one an look at the RF oset alibration. The mahine RF
time is measured via a PMT plaed at the entrane to Hall B. The TDC signal
resulting from this (RF TDC time) is pre-saled by a fator of 40 resulting in a
signal with a period of 80 ns. An optimum RF alibration should have the time
dierene between the tagger time, TTAG, for all 121 T-ounters, minus the RF
orreted tagger time (TPHO) equal to zero. In the bottom middle of gure 4.4
we an see this dierene plotted after the alibration proess. Eah stage of this
proess is detailed in the following subsetions.
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T-ounter TDC Left-Right Slope Calibration
The timings from the left and right TDCs from eah T-ounter need to be or-
reted. To do this we ompare the the time alulated by both TDCs and then
orret them relative to eah other and the RF, on a ounter by ounter basis.
The alibration software for the photon tagger measures and plots two slopes,
βLR and βRF , from whih the orretion an be determined. These slopes are
dened below:
βLR is the slope of
< tL − tR >
2
versus tmean
βRF is the slope of tmean − teb versus tmean
where tL and tR are the measured left and right TDC times respetively, tmean
is the mean of these two times(
< tL + tR >
2
) and teb is the eletron buket time
whih produed the photon.
To alulate the new or orreted slope onstants (the multipliative fator
required to onvert a TDC hannel to ns), SL and SR, we use the following
relations:
SL = sl ×
1
(1− βLR)(1− βRF )
≃ sl × (1 + βLR)(1 + βRF ), (4.1)
SR = sr ×
1
(1 + βLR)(1− βRF )
≃ sr× ∼ (1− βLR)(1 + βRF ), (4.2)
where SL and SR are the newly alulated slopes for the left and right TDC
slopes respetively and sl and sr are the pre-alibration slopes for the left and
right TDCs respetively. A alibrated T-ounter should exhibit a at slope at a
time dierene of zero when plots of
< tL−tR >
2
versus tmean and < tmean − teb >
versus tmean are examined. A well alibrated set of TDC slopes is illustrated in
the top left of gure 4.4. All T-ounter slopes are shown using an arbitrary sale,
the times are in ns.
Base Peak Calibrations
The TDCs in the tagger operate in what is known as ommon-start self-triggered
mode. This means that they start to measure time when either the CLAS level
1 trigger res (ommon-start) or when a hit is reorded on a T-ounter (self-
triggered). Sine either the left or right TDC registers the rst time and beome
the trigger, the base peak alibration onstant is the mean position of the TDC
peak. As a result of this, the atual time measured by the T-ounter TDCs is
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the TDC time with the base peak onstant subtrated, and therefore orreted
for the signal delay.
The onstants are evaluated with the following denitions for eah individual
T-ounter Ti (i = 1...61):
< Peak(L)i >=< TDC(L)i > − < T (L/R)i >, (4.3)
< Peak(R)i >=< TDC(R)i > − < T (R/L)i >, (4.4)
where Peak(L)i and Peak(R)i are the new onstants (absolute peak positions)
for the T-ounter TDCs (left and right respetively), TDC(L)i and TDC(R)i
are the measured TDC times for the left and right respetively and T (L/R)i and
T (R/L)i are related to the relative time delays between the left and right (right
and left) TDCs. This relative time delay is used to aount for ertain physial
fators, for example, the xed able delays. Provided the hardware alignment
is good enough, then the timing window for oinidenes an be made shorter
and therefore improve the real to random ratio. Even with perfet alignment,
however, the timing window still has a width at least as wide as the resolution of
a single hannel.
RF Timing Adjustments, C ′is
After these previous stages have been ompleted we must now identify the orret
RF beam buket from whih the reonstruted hit was obtained. The available
RF time is atually given relative to the trigger time, tRF . The information it
provides then, is related to the phase shift between the mahine RF time, with
a period of 2.004 ns, and the trigger. The time of the tagged photon, tTPHO, is
given by the equation:
tRF = tTPHO + kevent × 2.004, (4.5)
where kevent is the RF beam buket oset and determined on an event by event
basis. The method of determining tTPHO is now explained.
To improve the timing alignment from the previous setion (4.4.2), a referene
detetor is deided upon. For experiments involving photon running this is the
start ounter, and so it was for g13. The start ounter is typially hosen as
this is the rst subsystem whih detets reation produts in CLAS. By using
a referene time, tREF , from the hosen referene detetor, the T-ounter mis-
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alignment at the trigger level an be determined and orreted for. This is done
by the appliation of a onstant for eah T-ounter, CREFi (i = 1...121), dened
by the following:
CREFi =< t
i
mean − tREF >, (4.6)
CREFi = (< Di > + < Ti >)− < DREF >, (4.7)
where tiREF is dened as before, Di is the delay from the prodution of a tagged
photon until the signal output of the T-ounter, Ti is the delay from the output
signal to the trigger and DREF is the delay from the prodution of a photon to
the TDC stop signal.
So far this stage has used the start ounter for a referene time, but a more
ideal solution would be to utilise the aelerator RF timing as a referene as this
is more aurate and has a resolution of ∼ 80 ps. However, to be able to use the
RF as a referene, the RF phase shift for eah T-ounter has to be determined
and aounted for by the onstant CRFi , dened to be:
CRFi =< Di > + < Ti > − < teb > +ki × 2.004, (4.8)
where ki is and integer whih takes a dierent value for eah T-ounter. The top
middle plot of gure 4.4 shows the tagger time minus RF time distribution aross
all T-ounters, whih is used to alulate CRFi .
Now that we have obtained values for CREFi and C
RF
i we an now ompute
the value of ki and therefore the exat Ci alibration onstant for eah T-ounter.
This is done using the following relations:
CREFi − C
RF
i =< DREF > + < teb > −ki × 2.004, (4.9)
Ci =< Di > + < Ti > − < teb >, (4.10)
Ci = C
RF
i − ki × 2.004. (4.11)
One the proedures desribed above have been ompleted, two times for an
event are now available in the TAGR bank, whih (after the tagger has been
aligned to the time of ight subsystem, see setion 4.4.2) an now be used in
further physis analysis. The rst is the tagger time reonstruted on an event
by event basis, tTTAG, and the seond is RF buket real time, onsidered to be
the atual photon time, tTPHO. These are dened as follows:
tiTTAG = t
i
mean − Ci, (4.12)
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tTPHO = tRF − ki × 2.004. (4.13)
The photon tagger timing and the beam RF timing are now onsidered to be
alibrated and aligned.
Tagger to Time of Flight Oset
When photoprodution data are being analysed, the time attributed to the tagged
photon should be dened to be the time it takes the photon to reah the entre of
the CLAS target, whih is the assumed interation point. This time is relative to
the CLAS detetor subsystems and an be dened, sine the RF timing and the
T-ounter signal are now independent of eah other. The priniples and methods
used to determine this tagger to time of ight oset, known as tag2tof , are the
same as those for st2tof , explained in setion 4.4.1. This timing onvention in
the physis analysis of data is aounted for by the addition (within the TAGR
bank) of the tag2tof onstant to the tTTAG and tTPHO values.
Tagger Energy Calibration
The energy alibration of the photon tagger is ahieved using a model of the
design geometry of the sintillation hodosope (384 overlapping E-ounters) and
a two-dimensional eld map of the pair spetrometer (PS) dipole magnet. The
tagged photon energy spetrum is measured in oinidene with e+e− pairs as a
funtion of the PS magneti eld and by taking advantage of the internal linearity
of the PS, the energy of the tagging system an be alibrated. The absolute energy
sale was determined using the e+e− rate measurements lose to the end-point of
the photon spetrum.
The PS onsists of an aluminium pair prodution onverter, eight sintilla-
tor paddles and a large aperture dipole magnet. The system is loated 10 m
downstream of the photon tagger radiator. The aluminium foil, whih is 10−3 ra-
diation lengths thik, is positioned 5.77 m upstream of the dipole magnet within
its magneti eld. The sintillators are positioned symmetrially on eah side of
the beamline and are arranged suh that the PS an detet e+e− pairs over the
full tagger energy range. The PS also ontains two pairs of mirostrip detetors
overing an area of 400 mm
2
. These mirostrips allow for better determination
of e+e− position.
The PS operates on the priniple that when a photon interats with the alu-
minium foil onverter it will produe an e+e− pair. The magneti eld then
sweeps these pairs out of the beamline and into the spetrometer sintillator and
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mirostrip detetors. The PS an then be used to determine the energy of the
e+e− pair from their hit positions and an thus be used to infer the energy of the
interating photon.
In detail, the tagged photon energy, Etagg, is measured in oinidene with
e+e− pairs deteted in the PS at dierent PS magenti eld settings. The photon
energy measured in the PS, Ecalc, is given by the following relation:
Ecalc = Ee− + Ee+ (4.14)
where Ee− and Ee+ are the energies of the eletron and positron respetively,
as determined from the reonstruted lepton trajetories and the PS magneti
eld. During these speial alibration runs, the data aquisition was triggered by
a oinidene signal between the sintillation ounters in the PS orresponding to
the detetion of an e+e− pair. For eah triggered event, the information from the
pair spetrometer and mirostrip detetors, as well as the photon tagger E and
T-ounters was reorded. The ratio, R = Ecalc/Etagg, an then be alulated for
eah E-ounter on an event by event basis. Ultimately, this ratio an provide an
independent energy alibration of the photon tagger E-ounters, and a orretion
fator whih an be applied to the photon energy at the physis analysis stage.
4.4.3 Time of Flight Calibration
The time of ight alibration [81℄ proess is an essential part of determining the
quality of the harged partile identiation and the mass resolution (see setion
3.4.4). Moreover, it is at this point in the overall alibration proess where the
start ounter, photon tagger and time of ight timings are aligned relative to
eah other. The TOF alibration has several stages, eah of whih is given a brief
desription in this setion. The stages are as follows:
1. Status and pedestals.
2. TDC alibration.
3. Time-walk orretion.
4. Left-Right PMT alignment.
5. Energy loss and attenuation length alibration.
6. Eetive veloity alibration.
7. Counter to ounter delay alibration.
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The status of a sintillator is agged for subsequent stages of the TOF alibration
proess, regardless of whether or not one or both sides of the sintillator are dead
and the pedestals, whih are ADC hannels orresponding to zero, are measured
using a pulse trigger.
The TDC calibration takes the form of a hannel to time (ns) onversion.
The response of the TDC to speial pulser runs is analysed for dierent start-
stop delays of the sent pulse. The resulting TDC hannel vs. time distribution
is tted with the following funtion:
t = c0 + c1T + c2T
2,
where c0, c1 and c2are the determined alibration onstants, T is the TDC
hannel number and t is the time in ns.
T ime−walk corrections as a funtion of pulse height are determined for eah
PMT by performing speial laser runs. It is beause of the height-dependent rise
time of an analogue pulse that this orretion is neessary.
The Left−Right PMT alignment of eah sintillator is the next stage of the
TOF alibration. This alignment and the resulting left-right time osets allow for
the determination of hit position within the sintillator. The hit position from the
TDC left and TDC right are then plotted for eah sintillator on a setor-by-setor
basis. This setor based distribution should be symmetri around zero, that is to
say the x-projetion of the left and right edges (edgeL and edgeR, respetively)
for eah sintillator should be symmetri around zero. Any left-right time oset,
∆t, arising is alulated via the following relation:
∆t = (edgeL + edgeR)/veff ,
where veff is the eetive veloity in the sintillator material with a nominal
value of 1.6× 108 ms-1.
The next stage of the alibration proess is the alulation of energy loss,
δE/δx, in the sintillator, and the attenuation length of eah sintillator. Rea-
sonable timing alibrations are required for this stage in order to selet pions for
the energy loss alibration. Loose timing uts are used to identify pions and the
geometri mean position of the Minimising Ionising Partile (MIP) is measured
for eah sintillator using the pulse height outputs of the left and right ADCs.
The MIP pulse heights are then normalised suh that a partile inident normally
at the entre of a sintillator bar has a pulse height equivalent to 10 MeV. The
attenuation length is then alulated by determining the relation between the
amount of light arriving at eah PMT and the hit position along the sintillator.
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The seond-to-last stage is the alibration of the effective velocity, veff . The
hit position along a sintillator with respet to the entre, y, is determined using
timing information from both ends of the sintillator. Moreover, position y an be
determined from traking information. Therefore, a t to the dierene between
the left and right timings (tL and tR) vs. y, an be used to determine veff and
the position oset, yoffset, for eah sintillator, using the relation:
y =
veff
2
(tL − tR − yoffset),
where tL and tR are the adjusted times from the left and right PMTs respe-
tively. This alulated value is then used in the next TOF alibration loop at
stage 4.
In the nal stage of the TOF alibration the counter to counter delays are
alibrated. Eah of the time of ight subsystems 288 sintillator ounters must
have their timing aligned with the start ounter and photon tagger subsystems.
Pions are seleted by utting on the energy deposited in eah sintillator and a
distribution of vertex time from time of ight minus vertex time from the start
ounter/ photon tagger is produed. The main peak of this distribution is then
tted, and an oset an be determined whih entres the peak on zero.
4.4.4 Drift Chamber Calibration
The drift hamber (setion 3.4.3) alibration [77, 80℄ is required to aurately
reonstrut the path a partile travelled through CLAS. This trak reonstrution
is based upon the measurement of the position of a partile within the drift
hamber ells and is performed in two stages. The rst stage is Hit Based Traking
(HBT) and the seond, Time Based Traking (TBT).
Hit based traking is based upon a least squares t of a trak to hit wire
position and is alulated when at least three out of ve superlayers register
a hit. The trak segments resulting from the HBT are then linked aross all
superlayers in a region and all three regions in order to reonstrut the partile's
trak. HBT, however, has poor momentum resolution (∼ 3 − 5% for a 1 GeV/
trak) due to the radially inreasing diameters of the ells and the possibility of
holes in the drift hamber. Holes are dened to be areas in a hamber with dead
wires and they result in less than the maximum 34 layers registering trak hits.
For the seond stage, time based traking, we require a measurement of the
drift time. Here, information about the partile's ight time from the target to
the time of ight sintillators is used to augment the drift time. A lookup table
is then used to onvert these augmented drift times into drift distanes within
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the ells, then, within eah ell, these positions are tted in order to determine
the trak parameters. The drift time, tdrift, is dened as:
tdrift = tstart + t0 − tTDC − tflight − tprop − twalk,
where tstart is the start time of the event, t0 is the time delay of the wire,
tTDC is the raw measured time of the TDC, tflight is the ight time of the partile
to travel from the reation vertex to the wire, tprop is the propagation time of
the signal along the wire, and twalk is a time-walk orretion made for short drift
times dierenes in ionisation of slow and fast moving partiles. The impliation
of this last term is simply that minimum ionising partiles produe smaller sig-
nals, resulting in larger time smearings. It should be pointed out that tstart is
onstruted based upon oinident signals from the photon tagger, start ounter
and time of ight subsystems for photon experiments suh as g13. TBT improves
the momentum resolution for a 1 GeV/ trak to ∼ 0.5%.
4.4.5 Eletromagneti Calorimeter Calibration
The aim of the eletromagneti alorimeter (setion 3.4.5) alibration [82℄ is to
nd an agreement between the vertex time of a trak measured by the eletro-
magneti alorimeter and an independent vertex time of a trak as measured by
the time of ight subsystem. This means that the EC vertex time minus the
TOF vertex time distribution should be entred on zero. It is neessary that the
EC time is well dened as this is essential in disriminating between photons and
neutrons where deteted partile's veloity is what identies one from the other.
It should be noted that not the entire energy of the neutron is deposited in the
alorimeters. The alibration of the large angle eletromagneti alorimeters is
done in a similar fashion.
4.5 Photon Polarisation
In order to obtain the degree of photon polarisation for any event we must rst
determine the oherent edge position, and the relationship between photon en-
ergy and polarisation when the oherent edge is at any position for any given
polarisation plane. The photons are linearly polarised using the CB tehnique, as
desribed in setion (3.2). To maximise the degree of polarisation in the photon
energy range of interest, the rystal is adjusted to position the oherent peak in
the appropriate position in the photon energy spetrum. For example, gure 4.6
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shows the enhanement spetrum as set up for polarised photons in the 1750 -
1950 MeV range. To obtain the degree of polarisation as a funtion of photon
energy this enhanement spetrum from TDC ts is ompared to an analytial
Bremsstrahlung (ANB) alulation , whih allows the user to adjust the beam
divergene and other relevant parameters. A more detailed treatment of these
parameters is given in [51℄. One the optimum agreement between data and
alulation is found a set of polarisation lookup tables is generated; eah table
orresponds to a slightly dierent position of the oherent peak within the region
of interest. This allows an event by event determination of the photon polarisa-
tion. The enhanement spetrum is regenerated for every 2 ns of data, and tted
with a 4th degree polynomial to determine the position of the oherent edge
(gure 4.5) and hene selet the appropriate lookup table for that 2 ns hunk of
data. Suh a tehnique is essential to allow for some drift of the oherent peak
around its mean position due to small hanges in the angle between the eletron
beam and the rystal lattie. The typial variation in the oherent edge position
over a run is shown in gure 4.7.
Having now got mean polarisation values for eah eletron and photon beam
and plane setting in g13a, the polarisations were then saled aording to the
number events for eah plane setting at eah eletron beam energy, resulting in an
overall weighted mean value of the linear photon polarisation for g13a. These were
the nal values that were used to extrat the beam asymmetry measurements for
this analysis. The degree of linear polarisation ahieved for the dierent oherent
peak settings was ∼ 72− 78%.
Figure 4.5: Enhanement plot.
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Figure 4.7: A typial variation of the oherent edge position over one run. While
the position remains very steady, beam trips an be seen as individual spikes.
Figure 4.6: Collimated tagger saler spetra ompared with the ANB [91℄ al-
ulation for the 1.9 GeV oherent peak position (top). The alulated photon
polarisation versus energy (bottom).
The systemati unertainties assoiated in obtaining the polarisation from
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the ANB method arise from four main soures. These are the dependene of the
polarisation on the tagger E-plane; the limit between the theoretial and data
omparison; the hanging height of the oherent peak and the unertainty from
the TDC spetra normalisation. The rst eet arises beause as many as six
E-bins an be assoiated with eah T-bin for whih the polarisation is alulated.
This an introdue an unertainty in the true position of the oherent edge whih
an ause a hange in the mean polarisation. The seond eet arises from their
being a range of parameters whih will give equally good omparisons between
the data and the alulation. The varying height of the oherent peak is aused
by instabilities in the position of the eletron beam and an give rise to a shift
of the oherent edge position (see gure 4.5). This hange of the apparent height
of the oherent peak an produe an assoiated hange in the polarisation due
to varying numbers of the photons that are under the peak. The last ase omes
as a result of the signal noise in the TDC spetra that may ause errors in the
normalisation proedure.
All these eets were onsidered in a previous analysis [51℄ whih found the
ombined systemati unertainty in the photon polarisation to be ±4.3%. Further
to this, it should be noted that there does appear to be some systemati eet
when trying to alulate the photon polarisation at energies right on the oherent
edge. This is due to the omparison between the data and alulation not being
reliable at these energies. To fully alulate the systemati ontribution from this
it will be neessary to study the photon polarisation using a high statistis single
pion analysis. Suh a study is outwith the sope of this work but is urrently being
undertaken. This additional information will either improve the omparison with
the higher statistis available or will be able to quantify the systemati unertainty
and therefore allow it to be aounted for. For the purposes of this analysis, a
slightly larger ±5% systemati unertainty will be used.
4.6 Summary
One the proesses desribed in this hapter have been ompleted, the data are
then onsidered to be fully alibrated and in a format whih an now be used for
physis analysis. The information ontained within the data is used for initial
partile identiation and the onstrution of 4-vetors. These partile 4-vetors
allow for the physis analysis of events of interest within the data. The initial par-
tile identiation and event seletion, along with the results of the data analysis,
are presented in the following hapters.
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Chapter 5
Data Analysis
This hapter desribes the details of the analysis of the γd −→ K+pπ−(n) hannel
from the g13 experiment. In this hannel the neutron has been reonstruted by
missing mass (γd −→ pK+π−) from the orresponding 4-vetors of the deteted
partiles. The analysis is presented for the onditions of the g13 experiment that
have been desribed in 3. The steps desribed follow the order of the analysis
as it was performed and the results for the omplete range of photon energies
overed during g13 (1.3 - 2.3 GeV in 200 MeV steps) are presented.
5.1 Partile Identiation and Event Seletion
5.1.1 TOF Mass Cuts
The rst step in identifying the γd −→ K+Λ0(n) −→ K+pπ−(n) and γd −→
K+Σ0(n) −→ K+Λ0γ(n) −→ K+pπ−γ(n) reations is to selet only those reorded
events that ontain the appropriate number of harged partiles in the nal state,
in this ase, three partiles, plus the additional onstraint of there being a min-
imum of one hit registered in the photon tagger. The neutron only spetates in
this reation and the neutron detetion eieny and momentum resolution of
the CLAS detetor means that reonstruting the neutron by missing mass re-
sults in better statistis. This means that only the three harged partiles (K+, p
and π−) are deteted in CLAS and the neutron is reonstruted from the missing
mass of γd −→ K+pπ−(n). The primary ut to be implemented in the analysis
was a ut based purely on the mass squared as alulated by the time of ight
detetor subsystem (3.4.4) and was dependent upon the harge of the deteted
partile. The riteria were as follows:
 Deteted non-zero harged partile must have a valid drift hamber trak
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and either an assoiated valid time of ight hit or an eletromagneti
alorimeter hit.
 Seleted time-of-ight mass squared range depending on partile harge as
follows:
 Positively harged partile, 0.49 < mass
2
< 1.44 (GeV/
2
), possible
proton identiation.
 Positively harged partile, 0.1 < mass
2
< 0.49 (GeV/
2
), possible K+
identiation.
 Negatively harged partile, 0 < mass
2
< 0.1 (GeV/
2
), possible π−
identiation.
At this point the hadron identiation is only preliminary as there is not yet
any lear distintion between kaons and pions. The TOF masses for all partiles
deteted in this reation an be seen in gure 5.1 below.
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Figure 5.1: TOF mass
2
plot after simple seletion riteria on the number of event
partiles allowed. It shows that the mass uts an identify reasonably well the
isolated protons but still they still exhibit some unertainty over the kaon and
pion separation. The sharp uto regions indiate where the uts were plaed
to identify eah partile and there are an equal number of ounts in eah region
between the utos.
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When an event potentially ontains K+pπ− aording to these riteria, it is
then allowed to pass on to the further stages of event seletion.
5.1.2 Photon Seletion
The seond stage in the event seletion proess is that of identiation of the
orresponding event photon. Where an event has more than one photon (tagger
hit), the atual event photon is identied to be the one whose time is losest to
the event vertex time, the so-alled best photon. This is done by minimising
the time dierene (Diff) between the proton vertex time and the photon vertex
time aording to the relation:
Diff = (TOFtime(p)− (TOFpath(p)/c× βc(p)))− (γtime + (z(p)/c)) (5.1)
where:
βc(p) = p(p)/
√
p2(p) +m2pdg(p) (5.2)
using the PDG mass for the proton and the measured momentum.
Where:
TOFtime(p) =proton TOF time,
TOFtime(p) =proton path length to the TOF,
γtime =event photon vertex time,
z(p) =z − vertex position of the proton,
c =the speed of light.
If an event was found to have more than one photon in the same minimal
vertex timing dierene window (one 2 ns beam buket) it was rejeted. This
ours less that 1% of the time so the statistis that were lost beause of this was
negligible. This timing dierene is shown in the top plot of gure 5.3.
At this point the tagger energy orretion is applied to the identied photon.
The orretion is derived from the pair spetrometer and this aounts for E-
ounter to E-ounter non-linearities, taking the form of a multipliation fator to
Eγ , the photon energy.
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5.1.3 Mis-identiation of mesons
At this point in the analysis it is prudent to assume that a number of the reation
partiles have been mis-identied with partiles having a dierent mass but the
same harge. In order to remove these mis-identied partiles from the rest of
the analysis, the momentum based on the drift hamber trak is retained, but
the mass is re-assigned to the PDG value of a viably mis-identied partile. The
onsidered mis-identiations were as follows:
 Possibly identied K+ as a mis-identied π+.
 Possibly identied K+ as a mis-identied p.
 Possibly identied π− as a mis-identied K−.
In all of these ases the 4-vetor is subsequently re-alulated along with the
missing mass squared (MM2) of the system and uts are applied to remove events
where it an be seen one of the reation partiles has been positively mis-identied
aording to the regime desribed above. The x-axis of eah of eah plot shows
the undeteted spetator neutron for KΛ or the neutron plus photon in the ase
of the KΣ0 hannel. The undeteted photon ontributes to the smearing of the
missing mass squared of the plots. More expliitly, theMM2(K+pπ−) is assumed
to onform to one of the following arrangements:
Case 1: MM2(π+pπ−)
From gure 5.2 it an be seen that there are events where a π+ has been mis-
identied as a K+. These events are been rejeted by the ut MM2(π+pπ−) <
0.98 MeV. These events orrespond to the onentration of events visible on the
lower left of the gure at the mass squared of the missing neutron on the y-axis.
The atual missing neutron that is assoiated with K+pπ− events orresponds to
the upper right onentration in the gure.
Case 2: MM2(ppπ−)
Figure 5.2 also shows events where a proton has been mis-identied as a K+.
In this ase, the events are rejeted by the ut MM2(ppπ−) < 0.55 MeV and in
the gure these orrespond to everything ourring below the red line.
Case 3: MM2(K+pK−)
In the nal ase from gure 5.2, we an see events where a K− has been mis-
identied as a π−and here the events are rejeted by the ut MM2(K+pK−) <
0.55 MeV.
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Figure 5.2: ase 1: MM2(K+pπ−) vs. MM2(π+pπ−), ase 2: MM2(K+pπ−) vs.
MM2(ppπ−), ase 3: MM2(K+pπ−) vs. MM2(K+pK−).
5.1.4 Hadron - Photon Vertex Timing Cuts
Before the vertex timing uts are applied a ut of 300MeV/ minimummomentum
is applied to the identied hadrons in the reation hannel. This 300 MeV/ is
the minimum detetion momentum in CLAS.
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Generally, if the timing alibrations of the detetor subsystems are well de-
ned, the vertex time of the hadron would be the same as that of the photon
(i.e. their dierene would be entred on zero, see top plot in gure 5.3). The
slightly asymmetri shape of the distribution omes from the fat that the de-
teted protons and pions have a detahed vertex. This arises sine the original
deaying hyperon has time to appreiably move before it deays into the proton
and π− that are nally deteted. The vertex time dierene apparent in peaks
at 2, 4, and 6 ns means that the assoiated identied photon was from a (2 ns)
beam buket 1, 2, or 3 earlier than the event proton. The best photon was then
seleted and the resulting peak from the distribution was tted with a Gaussian
funtion and a ±3σ ut was applied.
The bottom plot in gure 5.3 shows the proton-photon vertex timing after the
best photon seletion, and the timing ut has been indiated. Figure 5.4 shows
the result of applying the timing uts to the K+and the π−.
5.1.5 Hadron - Hadron Vertex Timing Cuts
The nal onstraint plaed on the timing was a ut on the vertex time between
the various identied reation hadrons, more speially, the proton-kaon (tpKv )
and the proton-pion (tppiv ) vertex times. As with the hadron-photon vertex timing
desribed in the previous setion (5.1.4) the peak was tted with a Gaussian
funtion and ut on ±3σ was applied. Figure 5.5 (top) shows the eet of the
timing ut for the K+ whilst gure 5.5 (bottom) illustrates it for the π−.
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Figure 5.3: (top) tPγv for all photons, t
Pγ
v after best photon seletion with ±3σ
uts indiated by red lines.
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Figure 5.4: tK
+γ
v (top) and t
pi−γ
v (bottom) after best photon seletion, with ±3σ
uts indiated by red lines.
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Figure 5.5: tPK
+
v (top) and t
Ppi−
v (bottom), after best photon seletion, with
±3σ uts indiated by red lines.
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5.1.6 Invariant Mass Cut
The nal step in identifying the orret reation partiles involves a ut on the
[p+ π−] invariant mass so as to orretly identify those partiles that ame from
reations involving a Λ. These should reonstrut to a Λ invariant mass and by
subsequently tting a Gaussian to this invariant mass distribution a ±3σ ut is
used to identify the orret partiles. This is shown in gure 5.6. At this point
in the analysis, all the partiles required for the γd −→ K+pπ−(n) exlusive
reation have been identied and are now used in further analysis.
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Figure 5.6: Invariant mass of p+ π− with ±3σ uts indiated by red lines. PDG
mass indiated by green line.
5.1.7 Energy Loss / ELOSS
A harged partile's original momentum at its prodution vertex is larger than
that whih is measured in the drift hambers. The reason for this is that a
harged partile deposits some of its energy in the target ell, the target walls,
the beam pipe, supporting strutures and the start ounter. The amount of this
energy loss, or ELOSS, must now be aurately determined and the measured
momentum appropriately orreted. By passing the partile's 4-momentum and
vertex position, along with the geometry of the g13 target ell, into the ELOSS
routine [92℄, the orretion is determined. The momentum orretion distribu-
tions (∆p vs. p) for the proton, the π−and the K+ are shown in gure 5.7 below.
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As an be seen, more energy is deposited by a low momentum partile and onse-
quently it will require a larger orretion, whilst the opposite is also true for high
momentum partiles. This orretion was applied very early on in the analysis,
after preliminary partile identiation and andidate reation seletion. The
rst analysis ut to be made subsequent to the ELOSS orretion was the best
photon seletion.
5.1.8 Fiduial Cuts
Fiduial uts are implemented in the analysis in order to aount for and exlude
those events whih have a partile deteted in a region of non-uniform aeptane
in CLAS. Areas of non-uniform aeptane an be found at the edge regions of
the drift hamber setors and also in regions where partiles ould interat with
the torus magnet oils. The uts implemented here are designed to be the same
for all setors of CLAS, and are dependent upon angle (azimuthal φ) and harge.
These uts are applied after the implementation of all other orretions and uts.
For this analysis a duial ut on the azimuthal distributions of ±5◦ at eah
setor division in CLAS was used.
Figure 5.8 below shows the hit oupany (φ vs. θ angle) for the 6 dierent
drift hamber setors, for both positively and negatively harged hadrons. The
eet of the duial uts on one sampled setor is also shown for positive and
negative hadrons.
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Figure 5.7: (Top) ∆P vs. P for the proton, (middle) ∆P vs. P for the π− and
(bottom) ∆P vs. P for the K+.
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Figure 5.8: θ vs. φ for all positive partiles (top left) and all negative partiles
(top right) before duial uts, all setors shown. θ vs. φ for all positive partiles
(bottom left) and all negative partiles (bottom right) after duial uts.
5.2 Analysis of γd −→ K+pπ−(n)
5.2.1 Λ and Σ Separation
Sine the Σ0 deays into a Λγ with a 100% branhing ratio, it is neessary to
separate a Λ produed from a Σ0 deay from one whih was produed diretly.
When using a proton target, this an be done using the kaon missing mass. With
a bound proton in a deuterium nuleus however, Fermi motion will smear out
this distribution and lean separation by this method is no longer possible. It
is possible to produe some separation in the hyperons' distributions, a proess
whih will be desribed in detail shortly, but there always remains some overlap.
This overlap will also be aounted for and the proess for it desribed in the
following setions.
Figure 5.9 shows that by ombining the kaon missing mass, as it would appear
in a γp −→ K+pπ− reation (free proton), with the missing mass of a K+Λ
produed from a γd −→ K+pπ− reation (bound proton), one an see the Λ
and Σ0 peaks. The projetion on the K+Λ-axis (x-axis), shown in the bottom of
gure 5.9 show that the bakground is signiant, and has to be aounted for in
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the analysis.
By taking this projetion onto the x-axis we see the missing mass distribution
of our spetator partile. Here, the peak at ∼ 0.939 GeV indiates a spetator
neutron from reations that produed a Λ and a K+ in the nal state, whilst the
atter broader peak to the right indiates reations that produed a K+ and a
Σ0 in the nal state. The broadening in the latter ase arises from the fat there
is an undeteted photon when the Σ0 deays into a Λ. The peaks are ∼ 77 MeV
apart however, whih orresponds to the mass dierene between the two Λ and
Σ0 hyperons. By plotting this projetion against photon energy, the separation of
the two peaks an be seen more learly, this is shown in the top plot of gure 5.10.
From a ombination of these two plots a ut was set at 0.965 GeV/2 was justied
to initially separate the hyperons. By performing a Gaussian t to the spetator
neutron peak (bottom of gure 5.9) and taking a −3σ ut one an dene a lower
limit ut at 0.87 GeV/2 when dening the Λ hyperon. A Gaussian t to the
neutron plus photon peak is unreliable however, so a ut has been plaed at 1.1
GeV/
2
, where ontribution from the Σ∗ exited state appears to begin to have
an eet. These provide the justiation for the vertial lines of the box uts
shown in gure 5.9 used to separate the hyperons.
Having gained a separation of the hyperons aording to the spetator partile
reonstrution, we an now take a projetion onto the y-axis of the top plot in
gure 5.9. This axis reonstruts the missing mass of the K+ as if the reation
were from a free proton and thus should leave us with the hyperon masses. By
projeting everything between the rst two vertial uts and the last two we
reonstrut missing mass distributions for eah hyperon separately. These are
shown in the middle and bottom of gure 5.10 for the Λ and Σ0 respetively,
with green lines indiating the PDG masses for eah hyperon. By tting the
Σ0 peak with a Gaussian funtion one an then take a ±3σ ut on eah side to
produe the horizontal uts that omplete the box ut around the Σ0 hyperon.
This proedure an also be applied to the Λ distribution, but a ±3σ ut proves
to be too narrow and a wider ut has been implemented instead. A wider ut is
neessary in the ase of the Λ hyperon so as to aount for the ombined widths
of eah hyperon. Also, this peak is required to be tted with a funtion later on
in the analysis, a proess whih will be desribed in detail shortly. By hoosing
too narrow a ut and removing too muh of the tails at either side of the peak, the
tting algorithm an fail to produe a reliable result. The ratio of K+Λ events
to K+Σ0 events was expeted to be about 3 : 2 from estimates from the g13
experimental proposal [17℄ and this was observed to be the ase from the data.
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Figure 5.9: (top)Λand Σ separation missing mass plots. Here the x-axis shows
MM(K+Λ) from the deuterium target while the y-axis hasMM(K+) as it would
appear from a proton target. The red lines indiate the positions of the uts for
the next four plots. (bottom) MMD(K
+Λ) (x-projetion of top plot) with the
relevant uts indiated.
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Figure 5.10: (top)MMD(K
+Λ) vs. Eγ with relevant ut indiated by red line and
relevant spetator masses indiated by blak lines for Σ0 (top) and Λ (bottom)
reations respetively. (middle) MMP (K
+) in the range 0.87 < MMD(K
+Λ) <
0.965, for Λ reations. Green line indiates PDG mass of Λ and red lines indi-
ate uts. (bottom) MMP (K
+) in the range 0.965 < MMP (K
+) < 1.1, for Σ0
reations. Green line indiates PDG mass of Σ0 and red lines indiate uts.
5.2.2 Momentum Cut
The nal ut in the analysis was on the momentum of the neutron. The neutron
momentum ut is made to keep those neutrons whose momentum is less than 200
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MeV/ (and are therefore spetators). Figure 5.11 shows the momentum distri-
bution versus cos θn and the momentum distribution of the identied neutrons
for eah hyperon. The lower, green distribution in the right plot of gure 5.11
shows the spetator neutron momentum from Σ0 hyperons and the taller, blak,
larger distribution those from Λ hyperons.
Figure 5.11: Neutron momentum distribution versus cos of spetator neutron
θ angle (left). Events orresponding to those expeted to be in the nal-state-
interation region are indiated in the red ellipse and the ut at 200 MeV/ is
shown. The neutron momentum distribution (right). The red line represents the
ut at 200 MeV/ whih removes all non spetator (Fermi momentum) neutrons.
Blak line shows spetator neutron momentum from all K+Λ events and green
line shows the spetator neutron momentum from all K+Σ0 events.
5.2.3 Hyperon Yield Extration
The nal stage in the event seletion proess involved extrating the yield for the
reation hannels γd −→ K+Λ0 and γd −→ K+Σ0. These yields were extrated
after kaon identiation and subsequent rejetion of mis-identied harged parti-
les. Having now separated eah hyperon (see setion 5.2.1), the next step would
be to extrat from these the beam asymmetry measurements. With a leanly
identied beam asymmetry measurement from the γd −→ K+Σ0 hannel we
have one reliable result. However, in the ase of the γd −→ K+Λ0 hannel we
have a ontribution from the Σ0 beam asymmetry to aount for before we an
produe results that we an be ondent are due to the Λ hannel only. This
problem an be best highlighted by looking at the top left distribution in gure
5.10 where the Σ0 resonane an be learly seen to protrude signiantly under
that of the Λ resonane. Conversely, the taller, narrower Λ resonane ontributes
negligibly to that of the Σ0 and is thus ignored. To be able to aount for this
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ontamination eet the y-projetions of the Λ are tted with a Voigtian fun-
tion (a Breit-Wigner onvoluted with a Gaussian) in suh a way that the overall
Voigtian funtion ts the distribution by summing to smaller Voigtian funtions
that should desribe the individual hyperon resonane ontributions. A Voigtian
funtion was used as this best desribes the shape of a resonane. Eah Voigtian
funtion has four parameters that an be either xed or allowed to vary within
some onstraints and these are the resonane width; the Gaussian width; the peak
position; and the height saling fator. The resonane and Gaussian widths were
allowed to vary very slightly in the rst instane in order to get some optimal
values. After this, they were allowed to vary within some tight onstraints around
the optimum value. This ensured that any detetor resolution or smearing eets
an be aounted for in the nal distributions. Likewise the peak positions were
limited within some optimal values allowing us to ensure that the hyperons always
remained ∼ 77 MeV apart in mass, this being the mass dierene between the Λ
and the Σ0 hyperons. The height saling fator was allowed to vary over a muh
larger range than the other parameters. By tting the distributions over eah of
the nal angular bins the numbers of eah Λ and Σ0 ontributing to the overall
measured Λ asymmetry ould be determined. By saling this measured Λ asym-
metry appropriately aording to the measured Σ0 asymmetry and the numbers
of eah hyperon ontributing then a orreted, true value for the Λ asymmetry
ould be determined. An example of the tting routine is shown in gure 5.12.
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Figure 5.12: Voigtian tting routine example for one angular bin to extrat Λ
and Σ0 yields for Λ beam asymmetry orretion.
The tting routine was the nal step to be made in the analysis before the
beam asymmetry was extrated from the kaon angular distributions. In order to
summarise these steps, table 5.1 shows the uts applied (in order) to this analysis
of the g13 data.
Applied Cut Cut Details
Raw Events Skimmed BOS 3 harged partiles with appropriate assoiated masses
MM2(π+pπ−) mis-ID < 0.98 MeV/2
MM2(ppπ−) mis-ID < 0.55 MeV/2
MM2(K+pK−) mis-ID < 0.55 MeV/2
PK > 300 MeV/
Pp > 300 MeV/
Ppi > 300 MeV/
photon-kaon vertex time ±3σ
photon-proton vertex time ±3σ
photon-pion vertex time ±3σ
Invariant mass (p+ π−) ±3σ
Λ0 Σ0 separation Box uts, based on mainly ±3σ Gaussian t
Pn ut < 200MeV/c MeV/, hyperon independent
Fiduial uts ±5◦ around duial regions
Table 5.1: Analysis uts.
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5.3 Beam Asymmetry
The photon asymmetry results have been extrated for as wide a range of θK
+
CM
and Eγ bins as is possible.The photon beam used during g13 had two orthogonal
(PARA and PERP) polarisation settings, whih produed almost equal number
of statistis. The easiest way to then extrat the Σ observable is to onstrut the
asymmetry, A, as a funtion of φ as is desribed in setion 2.2.2. This gave us
the following expression:
A(φ) =
σ1(φ)− σ2(φ)
σ1(φ) + σ2(φ)
= P linγ Σcos 2φ (5.3)
By measuring in this way there is the advantage that the spetrometer's a-
eptane eet is anelled out. This negates the requirement to undertake any
ompliated aeptane alulations when extrating the observables whih ould
potentially introdue large systemati unertainties. One thing to be noted how-
ever, is that the one instane where aeptanes would not anel eah other out
is if there were any dierene in the trak reonstrution eienies arising from
dierenes in the beam intensities between the two polarisation states. During
the ourse of g13 experimental running we attempted to minimise this eet by
alternating the photon polarisation plane at onstant intervals throughout.
5.3.1 Bin Seletion
The partiular bin widths hosen for eah kinemati variable used in the mea-
surement of Σ were seleted in order to maximise the information extrated as a
funtion of both Eγ and θ
K+
cm . Choosing an equal number of bins for eah vari-
able would seem to be the most logial hoie, but a ompliation arises when
binning in Eγ sine there are dierent disrete energy settings for one oherent
peak. Both the degree of photon polarisation and luminosity rapidly derease
when one moves away in energy from the oherent edge. Also, due to the low
statistis remaining after all uts had been made, it was deided best to take as
large a bin in energy as was reasonable. By taking these fators into aount it
was deided to use one Eγ bin, 450 MeV wide per oherent peak setting. This
onept of the bin seletion is illustrated for the 1.9 GeV oherent spetrum in
the top of gure 5.13.
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Figure 5.13: The 450 MeV energy bin seletion. The distribution for the 1.9 GeV
oherent peak setting is shown with the uts indiated (top). The non-uniform
angular bins superimposed on the cos(θK
+
cm ) spetrum (bottom). The majority of
the events deteted in CLAS are forward angled whih results in lower statistis at
the bakward angles. The eight bins range from cos(θK
+
cm ) = -0.8 to 0.84. Angular
distributions are shown for the 1.3 GeV (pink), 1.5 GeV (yellow), 1.7 GeV (blue),
1.9 GeV (green), 2.1 GeV (yan) and 2.3 GeV (blak) settings.
As g13 involved six dierent oherent peak settings, eah separated by 200
MeV, this resulted in six bins in total overing a ontinuous range in Eγ . To
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Figure 5.14: φ yield of kaons for the parallel polarised photon setting (top left) and
the perpendiular setting (top right) integrated over the full angular range. The
regions of low aeptane orrespond to the loations of the torus magnet oils and
are plainly evident in the distributions. The asymmetry of the two polarisation
settings is shown in the bottom plot along with a cos 2φ t. This asymmetry
tehnique removes any aeptane issues sine the spetrometer aeptane is
independent of the photon polarisation state.
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omplement this, eight bins were hosen for cos θK
+
cm as shown in the bottom of
gure 5.13, ranging from cos θK
+
cm −0.8 to 0.84. The bin size was seleted so
that the statistial unertainty assoiated with the cos θK
+
cm distribution for the
oherent edge position with the lowest statistis was minimised. In order to best
minimise the statistial unertainty in the cos θK
+
cm binning, non-uniform bins were
used so that there should be an equal number of ounts in eah angular bin for
the beam energy setting with the lowest number of statistis (in this ase the 1.3
GeV beam setting, highlighted in pink in the right plot of gure 5.13). Altogether
there were 48 kinemati bins over whih the photon asymmetry was measured.
5.3.2 Extration of Σ
Now that the asymmetry has been established in a usable form, the beam asym-
metry, Σ, an be measured by applying a one dimensional t of the funtional
form of equation 5.1 to the asymmetry over φ:
A(φ) =
N‖(φ)−N⊥(φ)
N‖(φ) +N⊥(φ)
= P linγ Σcos 2φ (5.4)
The asymmetry is measured for eah kinemati bin in Eγ and θ
K+
cm . By plaing
a t of the form of equation 5.1 over eah distribution a photon asymmetry an
then be extrated. One ompliation however, is that the parallel and perpendi-
ular polarised data sets do not generally have the same number of events or mean
polarisation. Therefore the two datasets have to be saled in order to aount
for these dierenes in yield and polarisation. This gives rise to the following
modied asymmetry relation:
A(φ) =
N‖(φ)−N⊥(φ)
N‖(φ) +N⊥(φ)
=
P ‖ − P⊥
P ‖ + P⊥
+
2P ‖P⊥
P ‖ + P⊥
Σcos 2φ (5.5)
where P ‖ and P⊥ are the mean polarisations of the parallel and perpendiular
photon polarisation settings respetively.
With the kinemati bins has been seleted, the photon asymmetry, Σ, an
now be extrated by tting the funtion from equation 5.1 to eah of the Φ-
distributions on a bin-by-bin basis. In gure 5.14 (top-left and top-right) we an
see the Φ-distributions for both the parallel (PARA) and perpendiular (PERP)
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data sets respetively, integrated over all cos θK
+
cm bins. On the bottom of g-
ure 5.14 there is the photon asymmetry of the two polarised data sets, inluding
error bars. This very eetively demonstrates the power of the asymmetry teh-
nique in anelling any aeptane related eets, resulting in a very lean cos 2Φ
distribution. Mean polarisations for PARA and PERP settings for eah Eγ bin
were determined by using the polarisation tables desribed in setion 4.5 and are
shown in table 4.2.
The results of tting to the kaon azimuthal distributions for one Eγ and one
cos θK
+
cm bin are shown in gures 5.15 and 5.16 for the 1.9 GeV setting. The photon
asymmetries resulting from these ts are then plotted as a funtion of cos θK
+
cm ,
shown in gures 5.17 and 5.18 for the K+Λ and K+Σ0 hannels respetively. In
gure 5.17, we an see both the orreted and the unorreted values for the
asymmetry. The unorreted values are those whih were measured before the
dilution of the asymmetry from the Σ0 hannel (desribed in setion 5.2.3) was
taken into aount, and the orreted values are those one the dilution was
aounted for.
5.4 Summary
A detailed analysis algorithm was reated to identify the relevant reation parti-
les and extration of nal yields for γp(n) −→ K+Λ(n) and γp(n) −→ K+Σ0.
Preliminary uts based on simple TOF masses were used to skim the dataset
down to a manageable size for a full analysis. In the analysis, various uts were
introdued to redue the bakground and orretly identify kaons. One the
orret reations had been identied the hyperon masses were separated using a
one-dimensional Voigtian tting proedure. The nal hyperon mass plots demon-
strate the suess of these proedures with peaks entred on the PDG masses and
overall the whole event seletion routine performed very well in extrating a nal
hyperon yield.
By performing a 1-dimensional t over the kaon azimuthal angle, it was pos-
sible to extrat a beam asymmetry, Σ. No orretion was required to the results
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Figure 5.15: cos 2φ ts of the asymmetry over the kaon azimuthal angle φ for Eγ
= 1.9 GeV for the K+Λ hannel. The histograms range from cos(θK
+
cm ) = -0.46 in
the top left, to cos(θK
+
cm ) = 0.7 in the bottom middle. The yellow bands indiate
the duial regions desribed earlier.
as the method used an asymmetry of of the parallel and perpendiularly po-
larised data sets from eah kinemati bin. The systemati unertainty from the
polarisation is estimeated as 5%.
The following hapter disusses the nal results of the beam asymmetry mea-
surements and their impliations for the quasifree approximation.
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Figure 5.16: cos 2φ ts of the asymmetry over the kaon azimuthal angle φ for Eγ
= 1.9 GeV for the K+Σ0 hannel. The histograms range from cos(θK
+
cm ) = -0.46 in
the top left, to cos(θK
+
cm ) = 0.7 in the bottom middle. The yellow bands indiate
the duial regions desribed earlier.
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Figure 5.17: Graph of photon asymmetries at Eγ = 1.9 GeV as a funtion of
cos θK
+
cm for the K
+Λ hannel. All the error bars are statistial and no systemati
errors have been inluded at this stage.
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Figure 5.18: Graph of photon asymmetries at Eγ = 1.9 GeV as a funtion of
cos θK
+
cm for the K
+Σ0 hannel. All the error bars are purely statistial and no
systemati errors have been onsidered at this stage.
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Chapter 6
Results and Disussion
Having now desribed the proesses involved in identifying the orret reation
hannels and partiles (Chapter 5) and to extrat and measure the beam asym-
metry polarisation observable (Setion 5.3) fous is now on presentation and
disussion of the nal results. The systemati unertainties and hoie of binning
that are assoiated with these measurements were disussed in the previous two
hapters, however it should be pointed out that only error bars assoiated with
the statistial unertainties are shown in the plots. The beam asymmetry has an
assoiated systemati unertainty of ∼ 5%, as was disussed previously (setion
4.5).
This hapter presents the nal beam asymmetry measurements and they are
ompared to work done previously on the free proton. Kaon-MAID model al-
ulations for the neutron are also shown to demonstrate the possibilities for the
future.
6.1 Comparison with free proton
The results have been binned identially to those on the free proton for the g8b,
CLAS experiment [7℄. Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show KΛ as a funtion of cos θK
+
cm and
Eγ , respetively. Also shown are the Kaon-MAID alulations for the free proton.
Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show the same omparison for KΣ0. In all ases, the vertial
error bars are statistial, whilst horizontally they indiate the bin width, with
the data point loated at the entroid of the bin. The previous work on the free
proton from the g8b experiment only reahed photon energies of 2.1 GeV and
the Kaon-MAID presription only goes as far as this as well, whereas the urrent
work reahed photon energies of 2.3 GeV. An important point to be noted at
this stage is that the model alulations are all for the free proton, as no reliable
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Figure 6.1: Beam asymmetries from the free (stars with red error bars) and
quasifree (irles with green error bars) proton for the KΛ hannel as a funtion
of cos θK
+
cm ranging fromEγ =1.25 GeV (top left) to 2.25 GeV (bottom right). Data
are ompared with model urves from the Kaon-MAID model: ore resonanes
(dashed blak line) and D13 inluded (solid red line).
model results yet exist for strangeness photoprodution on the deuteron. Given
the similarity of omparisons between results from the free and the quasi-free
proton already highlighted in setion 2.4.2, it is not expeted that when reliable
model alulations beome available for the proess on the deuteron that they
be vastly dierent. At photon energies near the maximum and minimum values
and some bakwards angles, the assoiated statistial error bars are larger due to
there being fewer events in these kinemati ranges.
Only statistial errors are indiated on the plots. In both ases (g8b and g13)
the main systemati error is in the photon polarisation (and may vary systemat-
ially by up to 5% as a funtion of Eγ). The results of the free and the quasifree
are onsistent over all energies and cos θ. Therefore, a spetator missing momen-
tum ut that rejets those with Pmissing >200 MeV selets only quasifree events.
This information is ruial for data from the neutron hannels, whih are also
being analysed from the g13 dataset.
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Figure 6.2: Beam asymmetries from the free (stars with red error bars) and
quasifree (irles with green error bars) proton for the KΛ hannel as a fun-
tion of Eγ ranging from cos θ
K+
cm =-0.46 (top left) to 0.7 (bottom middle). Data
are ompared with model urves from the Kaon-MAID model: ore resonanes
(dashed blak line) and D13 inluded (solid red line).
1300 1500 1700 1900 2100
−0.8 < cos θK
+
cm < −0.1 -0.084405 -0.016835 0.013492 0.080469 0.063979
−0.1 < cos θK
+
cm < 0.02 -0.047842 -0.023045 -0.063305 0.065865 0.185783
0.02 < cos θK
+
cm < 0.12 -0.029733 0.017254 -0.073443 0.103753 -0.094384
0.12 < cos θK
+
cm < 0.2 0.014059 -0.003317 -0.079196 0.104867 0.0558
0.2 < cos θK
+
cm < 0.28 -0.035873 -0.029182 -0.103179 0.082394 0.104131
0.28 < cos θK
+
cm < 0.36 0.018246 0.003797 0.002262 0.04799 0.023826
0.36 < cos θK
+
cm < 0.46 0.18725 0.024076 0.017942 0.029592 0.007506
0.46 < cos θK
+
cm < 0.84 0.06609 0.060717 0.031326 0.068594 0.024522
Table 6.1: This table shows the beam asymmetry dierene, ∆Σ, between the
quasifree and free proton (∆Σ = ΣQFP − ΣFP )measurements for theKΛ hannel.
Dierenes for eah energy bin in MeV versus cos θK
+
cm an be found by reading
values vertially from the table and those for eah angular bin versus energy by
reading horizontally. The highest and lowest dierenes are highlighted in red
italis and bold green respetively.
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Figure 6.3: Beam asymmetries from the free (stars with red error bars) and
quasifree (irles with green error bars) proton for the KΣ0 hannel as a funtion
of cos θK
+
cm ranging fromEγ =1.25 GeV (top left) to 2.25 GeV (bottom right). Data
are ompared with model urves from the Kaon-MAID model: ore resonanes
(dashed blak line), S31 inluded (dot-dashed blue line), P31 inluded (dotted
green line) and both S31 and P31 inluded (solid yellow line).
1300 1500 1700 1900 2100
−0.8 < cos θK
+
cm < −0.1 0.093994 0.028959 -0.07526 -0.01172 -0.093941
−0.1 < cos θK
+
cm < 0.02 0.006466 -0.023013 -0.020973 0.071204 0.018979
0.02 < cos θK
+
cm < 0.12 0.133621 -0.080731 0.020372 -0.027148 0.0801492
0.12 < cos θK
+
cm < 0.2 -0.016283 -0.003881 -0.008476 0.04296 -0.0493765
0.2 < cos θK
+
cm < 0.28 0.134032 0.012705 -0.03098 0.091119 -0.06332389
0.28 < cos θK
+
cm < 0.36 0.052168 -0.01788 -0.006291 -0.00605 -0.067534
0.36 < cos θK
+
cm < 0.46 0.084714 -0.102126 -0.077185 0.004338 0.003684
0.46 < cos θK
+
cm < 0.84 0.202827 0.057177 -0.027702 0.007884 -0.03821
Table 6.2: This table shows the beam asymmetry dierene, ∆Σ, between the
quasifree and free proton (∆Σ = ΣQFP − ΣFP ) measurements for the KΣ han-
nel. Dierenes for eah energy bin in MeV versus cos θK
+
cm an be found by reading
values vertially from the table and those for eah angular bin versus energy by
reading horizontally. The highest and lowest dierenes are highlighted in red
italis and bold green respetively.
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Figure 6.4: Beam asymmetries from the free (stars with red error bars) and
quasifree (irles with green error bars) proton for the KΣ0 hannel as a fun-
tion of Eγ ranging from cos θ
K+
cm =-0.46 (top left) to 0.7 (bottom middle). Data
are ompared with model urves from the Kaon-MAID model: ore resonanes
(dashed blak line), S31 inluded (dot-dashed blue line), P31 inluded (dotted
green line) and both S31 and P31 inluded (solid yellow line).
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6.1.1 Photon asymmetry results for K+Λ
A omparison of free proton beam asymmetry measurements to the Kaon-MAID
theory urve alulations are shown in gures 6.1 and 6.2. This model utilises
an isobar approah that inludes the S11(1650), P11(1710) and the P13(1720) ore
resonanes and an inorporate the disputed D13(1900) resonane as well. In
the lowest (1.3 GeV) energy photon bin we nd the best agreement with the
MAID model alulations. By inluding a D13(1900) resonane the asymmetry
alulations are shifted to higher values so the results of this analysis would seem
to favour the exlusion of this resonane. In the plots shown, a solid red line
depits the Kaon-MAID alulations inluding a D13(1900) resonant state whilst
the dashed blak line does not inlude this resonane. In the 1.5 GeV energy bin
both alulations yield values that are higher than the measurements made for
the asymmetry in the free proton analysis. The following energy bin of 1.7 GeV
looks to favour the inlusion of a D13(1900) resonane, and at higher energies
the inlusion of this resonane is lent redene in the forward angle results. In
the MAID model however, the inlusion of a D13(1900) resonant state is not on
it's own, enough to aurately desribe the apparent strutures observed in the
bakward and mid angular ranges.
In the work by Lee, Mart, Bennhold and others highlighted previously [16℄
(see setion 2.16), they onluded that there was a narrow kinemati window
where the FSI did not aet seleted polarisation observables, inluding the beam
asymmetry. This region they stated to be lose to quasifree kinematis with
moderate missing momentum (pm < 150 MeV/) and photon energies below Eγ
< 1.4 GeV. In the urrent analysis seleting pm < 200 MeV/ was found to be
appropriate and the beam asymmetry was found to agree between the free and
quasifree ases aross the entire photon energy range.
The size and diretion of the dierene between the beam asymmetry mea-
surements varies in eah bin. There are exeptions found however, in the 1900
MeV bin and the three most forward (highest cos θK
+
cm ) angular bins, where the
quasifree measurements onsistently predit larger beam asymmetries than those
from the free measurements. Possible explanations for this may be some as yet
undetermined systemati eet in either of the two analyses or perhaps it is an
indiation of some FSI the Λ hyperon undergoes at this energy. A systemati
eet would perhaps have been expeted to be reprodued in other energy bins
and in the KΣ results and any evidene of FSI also in the KΣ results however,
and this does not appear to be the ase. The largest deviation (+0.18725) ours
in the seventh angular bin of the 1300 MeV setting, though this is perhaps to be
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expeted as the statistis were muh poorer (∼3500) in these kinematial regions
of low energy and extreme angle. The smallest deviation (+0.002262) is found
in sixth angular bin of the 1700 MeV setting, again not unexpeted as this kine-
mati region had the seond highest statistis (∼8500 ounts) in this partiular
bin, supereded only by the 1900 MeV setting (∼10000 ounts).
Overall, the agreement between the free [7℄ and the quasifree proton beam
asymmetry measurements was found to be very good for the K+Λ hannel aross
the full kinemati range. The best agreement was found at mid-to-forward angles
in most oherent peak settings. At the lowest and highest ranges of Eγ there was
some small dierenes observed at bakward angles, but at these extreme energy
and angular bins the assoiated statistis were muh poorer (∼ 50% less) than
those in the mid energy and angular bins.
6.1.2 Photon asymmetry results for K+Σ0
The results from the free proton analysis for the K+Σ0 hannel were also om-
pared to the Kaon-MAID model alulations, shown in gures 6.3 and 6.4, where
an isobar desription based on the inlusion of the S11(1650), P11(1710), P13(1720),
S31(1900) and P31(1910) states is used. On the whole, the models do not give
a good reprodution of the results from this analysis as the model alulations
are mainly negative, only turning positive at some bakwards angle regions of
the higher energy bins. The MAID alulations for the rst two energy bins are
entirely negative and so do not aurately represent the measurements from the
free proton analysis. At higher energies the model reprodues the general shape
of the data but generally with the opposite sign. In reproduing the general shape
however, it is managing to desribe the bakwards peak that an be seen in the
results. It failed to aount for the apparent peak seen in the measurements at
forward angles though.
Like the results for the KΛ hannel, the dierenes in the asymmetry mea-
surements for the KΣ hannel vary both in size and sign, though this time there
is no onsistent over or under estimation of the free proton results. This time the
largest deviation (+0.202827) appears in the most forward (eighth) angular bin
in the 1300 MeV beam setting, whih, like the KΛ results, is a kinematial region
of muh less statistis (∼1600), with the added redution in statistis for the KΣ
hannel. The smallest dierene (0.003684) ours in the 2100 MeV setting in the
seventh angular bin, again like the KΛ results this being the bin with the seond
highest statistis (∼6500) in this setting.
Again the results from previous analysis made on the free proton [7℄ agreed
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generally very well with those from the quasifree analysis aross the full kinemati
range. Similarly, the best agreement was at mid-to-forward angles in most oher-
ent peak settings, while, again, at the lowest and highest ranges of Eγ there were
some small dierenes at bakwards angles. Like the results for the K+Λ hannel
these kinemati regions had muh poorer (∼ 44% less) statistis than those of the
mid-range angle and energy bins, but now also less overall events assoiated with
the K+Σ0 hannel sine the ratio of K+Λ events to K+Σ0 events was expeted
to be about 3 : 2 from estimates from the g13 experimental proposal [17℄, as was
mentioned in setion 5.2.1.
6.2 Preditions for the neutron hannel
It is not the fous of this work but gure 6.5 gives an illustration of the sensitivity
we ould expet for the Σ0 hannel on the neutron. This gure shows Kaon-
MAID alulations for the free neutron hannel with the statistial errors from
γp(n) −→ K+Σ0(n) results of this analysis shown along the zero lines. Again,
only the statistial errors are indiated. The urrent results also inlude here
a ±5% systemati error, however it is antiipated that future work will redue
this to ∼ 3%. In the ase of the K+Σ0 hannel, some of the preditions for the
lower energy bins on the neutron are positive, unlike the proton again where the
same energy bins predited only negative beam asymmetry values. For the higher
energy regions however, they neutron preditions look very similar to those from
the proton, both in size and shape.
6.3 Conlusions
Given the small dierenes shown in this analysis between K+Λ and K+Σ0 pho-
toprodution between the quasifree proton in deuterium and the ase of the free
proton, alongside the results previously highlighted in setion 2.4.2 for η photo-
prodution, it bears out the preditions that there is no dierene in the beam
asymmetry results of the strangeness prodution proess from the free proton
when ompared to the quasifree ase in the deuteron. Also that by seleting
those spetator partiles with a missing momentum of less than 200 MeV/ we
are seleting only quasifree events. Thus we onlude that re-sattering eets in
the nal state interation of partiles produed from a quasifree ase are negligible
and produe no measurable eet on the polarisation of the outgoing hyperon.
With this information it would now be aeptable to perform similar exper-
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Figure 6.5: Beam asymmetry preditions from the free neutron for the reation
γn −→ K0Σ0 as a funtion of cos θK
+
cm ranging from Eγ =1.25 GeV (top left)
to 2.05 GeV (bottom middle). Model urves from the Kaon-MAID model: ore
resonanes (dashed blak line), S31 inluded (dot-dashed blue line), P31 inluded
(dotted green line) and both S31 and P31 inluded (solid yellow line). Statistial
error bars from omparable (KΣ0) results are shown along the red zero line.
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iments as have been done on the proton to investigate the exitation spetrum,
on the bound neutron in a deuterium nuleus. Given that the quasifree approxi-
mation is valid in the ase of the proton, it is reasonable to expet that this ase
extends to the neutron also and suh experiments would therefore yield ompa-
rable results to what would be expeted from a free neutron. Work has already
begun in this diretion, with Kaon-MAID model preditions for the free neu-
tron and other analyses already underway from the g13 experiment to investigate
these preditions in the quasifree ase of the bound neutron in deuterium. To-
gether with the ongoing analyses of beam asymmetry measurements from the
bound neutron in deuterium, they oer a look ahead to what an be investigated
and tested in the near future of the eld and indiate another step forward to a
omplete understanding of the struture of the nuleon.
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